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ABSTRACT

GRADES OR AGES: Secondary grades. SUBJECT MATTER:
Driver education. ORGANIZATION AND PHYSICAL APPEARANCE: The guide is
divided into five chapters. The central and largest chapter, which
outlines the curriculum, is further subdivided into 18 units. The
guide is printed and staple bound with a paper cover. OBJECTIVES AND
ACTIVITIES: Each unit contains a short list of objectives, a content
outline, and a list of suggested activities. Units are organized
around specific topics such as construction and operation of the
automobile, rules of the road, driving on freeways, and purchasing
and insuring a car. Each unit integrates classroom and
behind-the-wheel instruction. Field trips to such places as rar
salesrooms, traffic court, insurance office::, acid police stations are
emphasized. No suggestions are made for timing of units.
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: The guide includes a short bibliography and
a list of sources for audiovisual and other aids. STUDENT ASSESSMENT:
Each unit contains a short list of related questions that teachers
can use for oral or written quizzes. Brief guidelines for the
development of final written and skill tests are also included. (RT)
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FOREWORD
The Governor of the State of Okhhorna and the State Legislature hare

not only approved MI inclusion of a course in Driver am! Traffic Safety
Education in the high school curriculum, but have provid,,d special funds
to those schools who will provide a standard approved course. This reinforces

our belief that the teaching of Driver Education to ALL eligible high sitool
students will reduce traffic accidents, save hies and suffering, eliminate
much loss in monetary resources, and will develop good citiztnship.
There hare been many influential groups that have cocooraged the public schools to take a more active part in solving traffic problems. Some of
the more prominent groups that have been active in encouraging Dricer and
Traffic Safety Education are: The President's llighuay Soh' Committee,
The .4merican Association of School Administr,gors, The National Council
of Chief State School Officers, The National Commissim. on Safety Educatior

of the National Education Association, The American Automobile Associ
ation, The American Driver and Traffic Safely Education Association, most
all insurance groups, National Highway Users Conference, and, most recent
ly, The Federal Government through the passage c.1 the National Highway
Safely Act of 1966.

This curriculum guide provides a pattern for administration and organ
zation, and a suggested coarse outline for driver education classes in the
Oklahoma public schools. The material for this publication was developed
for driver educativn teachers, as wet! as school administrators, by competent
people ;rho have been active in this program for a great number of years.
It is our desire that this instrument will be helpful to teachers and students of high school driver education classes, and to the instructors in our
colleges rcho are concerned with preparing qualified teachers for driver
education. The purpose of this guide is to help provide guidance and to
assist schools in planning an effective driver education program. This is not
a directive, but should be helpful in Hilling the requirements for a slandard
and uniform course in the state.

I RA to espress my appreciation to each person uho assisted in preparing this publication.
D. D. Creech

State Superintendent of Public instruction
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HISTORY
One of the first driver education courses open to the public was offered
at the Young Men's Christian Association in Boston. It reflected :he early
motorist's need for information on automobile mechanics. The operation
and construction of motor vehicles were taught by lectures, and a machine
shop was provided so that students could learn to repair and maintain their
own cars. At that time there were 32,970 automobiles in the United States.

Development of a program of safety education in secondary schools
was first recommended in 1921. by the committee on education of the Nation.
al Conference on Street and Highway Safety. In the late 1920's a fel- schools
started experimenting with a course in driver education, and in 1931 a high

school offered the first course called Driver Education.
However, the first course of this type was 0-en at State College (Penn-

sylvania) High Echool is 1933. At that time, nothing was available for
general use in the text materials, training aids or dual control cars. :1Iaterials
used for lessons had to be developed, mimeographed and furnished to the
high school students enrolled. This pioneering bed to the latex devolepment
of standard text materials, tests, and many other teaching aids.

The first teacher preparation course was offered at Pennsylvania State
College, in the summer of 1936 and S4'4.5 folic:Hied by one in 'Bluefield, Rest

Virginia six months later. Most of the first courses given for high school
teachers consisted of one-week or 40 hours of instruction. In recent years.
this period of time has been increased so that most summer courses last from
two to six weeks.

In Oklahoma the High School driver education teacher preparation was
started at Oklahoma State University in 191(. During the school year 1916
47, in Oklahoma seven (7) schools started offering Driver Education and
this number increased to thirteen (1:7') in the school year 1947.1.8. The pro.
gram grew rather rapidly from th ,t time until about 1952 when it leveled
off and a bit later it even declined because automobiles for the program
became very difficult to obtain.

Institutions offering courses, workshops and clinics in the field of Driver Education and Safety in Oklahoma include Oklahoma State, N.E. State.
S.W. State, Oklahoma University, S.E. State and Central State at Edmond.
On the 16th day of May 1%7, Governor Bartlett signed Hot,se Bill No.
738, passed by the 31st Legislature funding Senate Joint Resolution No. !::1

which was signed by Governor Bellmon Lui was later struck donn by the
Oklahoma Supreme Court.

Driver Education is rapidly becoming an integral part of eie secondary
school curriculum in Oklahoma public high schools and expansion of the
program is a continuing process. The growth is due to the conned efforts
of the State Department of Education and the State Departruei: of Pub] e
Safety in cooperation with man) other agencies and organizalors.
11

PHILOSOPHY
Being deeply concerned with ti e tragic toll of life arid property result.
ing from needless traffic accidents on Oklahoma streets and highways, and,

having frith in the ability and willingness of free people to solve their
pry blems, we believe:
1.

That the control of tiiis problem represents the greatest immediate
a probsocial, economic and humane need confronting this state
lem in which public officials and the general public as well, have
both moral and civic responsibility.

2.

That the major roadblocks to the solution of this problem are inch.
ridual and public apathy, complacenc:, and the lack of knowledge.

3. That the greatet determining factors in this problem arc the physical, mental, and emotional characteristics of people who use the
highways.
1.

5.

That the most immediate need for control is improved facilites to
affect more strict enforcement of traffic la rs, state -vide.
That the greatest long-time need is an educational school safety
program designed for all grade levels, that will provide learning
experiences for traffic safety.

G. That a standard stateapproved course in driver and traffic education

should be an integral part of the overall school safety program
and be required as prerequisite for a driver's license for those under
18 years of age.
7.

Thai the responsibility for determining, administerim,r, supervising
and evaluating the educational phases of this program, be invested
in the Driver Education Division, of the State Department of Education, supported by the State Department of Public Safety.

8.

That for the future, this program will create statewide interest and
public support for safely education through improved legislation
and financial aid for more effective traffic accident prevention in
this state.

VI t
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OBJECTIVES
1.

To enabk the students to build good habit,: and attitudes about driving,
at an age when they are most eager to learn, that will last a lifetirm?.

2. To develop an undei ,tanding in students of the reasons for traffic laws

and ,hy they should apply them in their own driving.
3. To develop an understanding of personal limitations and abilities, and
1.

5.

to learn how to make suitiii:le adjustments to compensate for them.
To assist each student in the development of habits arid skills leading
to efficient performance in driving and walking.
To develop within the students an awareness of errors made by drivers
and pedestrians, enabling them to apply defensive techniques to dangers
in traffic.

6. To inspire stud.ints to take an active inures( in, and to lend suppoit to,
all activities which promote good drking education, engineering, and
enforcement.
7.

To help students understand the historical development of the motor
car and its effect on society.

8. To help students acquire the desirable knowledge, skills, habits, r ui
attitudes for safe arid economical operation and care of motor vehicles
and equipment as it pertains to traffic safety.

9. To help students understand mitural and civil laws that determine
regulate safe operation of motor eh i c I
10. To develop within each stalent a safely conciousness and self-discipline
in respect to the rights and privileges of others using our streets and
highwr vs.
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Part II
INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING
Planning is essential in both the classroom and practice driving phases
of the program. The teacher should be thoroughly familiar with classroom
instrucion and procedure. 11e should be familiar with the locality in which
he will do practice driving and have a suitable location for teaching the
different driving maneuvers. Instructional planning should be predicated
upon the needs of the student, and based upon the aims and objectives of
driver education.

A complete program of classroom and practice driving instruction
should include consideration of the topics shown in the guide below. This
guide is not intended as a teaching outline, but rather as an arbitrarily
arranged list of classroom and practice driving instructions to indicate thc
nature and scope of what students should learn in a driver education course.
A.

TRAFFIC CITIZENSHIP
I. Responsibility to other drivers and highway users
2. Responsibility to community, family, and self
3. Attitudes of safe walking
4. Courtesy and manners
5. Intelligent support of police officials
6. Understanding of enforcement and supervision policies
7. Voluntary observance of signs, signals, and markings

B.

L.4ff'S and REGULATIONS
I. Knowledge of local traffic ordinances and state motor vehicle
laws

C.

2.

Understanding of physical laws that affect drivers

3.

Knowledge of pedestrians and cyclists laws

CHARACTERISTICS OF LIMITERS
1. Social, mental, emotional, and physical
2. Psychology of driving
3. Effects of alcohol and drugs

D.

DRIVING SKILLS
Basic habits and tnaneuers
Parking
3. Making turn=
2.

1.

Special Skills for driiry irt the di). on the highway and on
the expressways

5.

Skills in handling difficult driving problems and meeting
emergencies

6.

defenske driving

11. In.siractional Planning
E.

DEVELOPMENT OF JUDGMENT
I. Vision and perception
Knowledge and analysis of traffic situations
3. Making decisions
2.

F.

ROLE OF GOVERNMENT
Driver licensing
Vehicle registration al.' inspection
Financial responsibility laws
4. Equipment required on vehicles
5. Enforcement of laws through police and courts
6. Highway and traffic engineering
7. Official safety agencies
J. Education of the driver
1.
2.
3.

G.

AUTOMOBILE USE
Economics of vehicle wsi.ership and operation
Trip planning and map reading
3. Servicing, maintain:Ince, and inspection of vehicles
1. Pleasure and commercial transportation
5. Professional driving
1.
2.

H.

THE TRAFFIC PROBLEM
I. Human arid economic losses
Impact of accidents on the community. Irate. and nation
What to do in case of an accident

2.
3.

INSTRUCTIONAL NIATERIAIS AND RESOURCES
Materials should be varied, and carefully selected and used. Teachers

should be familiar unit available materials and make full use of the aids
at hand. An abundant supply of materials and teaching aids in the field of
Driver Education are available to leachers. The foi.owing materials and
resources will greatly enrich the educationai program.
A.

PSYCIIOPIIESICAL TESTS
1.

2.
3.

It.

Visual tests
Reaction tests
Audiometer tests

1.151AL .111)5

I. Films
2. Filmstrips
3.
4.

Diagrams
Posters

Magnetic boards
6.

Transparencies

21
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C.

SI

1TOR EQUIP11E.1T

RESOURCE, MATERIAL,

I. Text books
Supplemental publications

2.
3.

Magazines and 1,0wSpaper.

. Work bo,4.s
PUBLIC AGENCIES
1.

2.
3.

State Highway Patrol
Local Police
Stale Department of Education, Division of Safety, Driver
Education

4
5.
6.
F.

PRII'ATE AGENCIES
1.
2

G.

United States Department of Educ..ttkn
Safely Council,
National Commi:ssion on Safety Education

Insurance companies

A :tcmobile industries

MiSCH,/,,-1,EOUS .411ki
1.

Nlodels

Automobile parts
3. Cutaway Auto 4.dile engine
2.

RESOt VI. /1E0,1'.
I. Judge.
2. Highway Patrolman
3. Optometrist

or Police Officer

1.

Psychologist

71.

Trucking Company Safety Director
OT111;1{ AIDS TO INS1111.-C1

Tcly locality nr cominuoit), affords an exr,llent opportunity
students to gain additional learning expericmcs through field tilps for the
purpose .,1 traffic suncys. interciots and traffic (heck,. Othcr xi0=. max
by made to traffic cow t4. urecking !.ards. garage-. Polio, Station.
& flighita!, Department.

1
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Part HI
SUGGESTED LESSON PLANS
UNIT ONE
ORIENTE'NG STUDENTS TO THE
111C11 SCHOOL DRIVER ER CATION PROGRAM
Driver Education is structured quite differently to the other courses

which students have taken in the high school curriculum. Therefore it is
most imporiant that during the first etas, sessior. the instructor give a
precise explanation of what %sill lie included in the course and student re
quireinents accessary for rating in the course.
Among the items to be included in orientation are the following:
I. The different phases or divisior.,, of the course.
!low and ishy students are grouped.
I. Schedule of each phase of the program for each student.
T. Time requiret tents to he met.
2.

S.

Importance of dale attendance. !Absences MttiT be made up. I

6. No....-boots and their use.
7.

9.
10.

Group activities and projects to lie included in the course.
Ninds and number of tests to he gien in the cotrse.
How the rating- in each phase of Ow course will be determined.
Requirements for obtaining a Temporary Driving Permit.
a. State requirement
11 I

age

21

lets

(31

privilege granted by permit
%%hat to do about the p.timit if a student drops driver

111

education before completing the court,e.
Local requirement

III

r21

I].

pass qualifying sritt-ii test
,how (.1 'Tripe! ni y in starting. -lel !Mg. turIlinr, and ,t,p
ring a car.

it atteridarr'e of at ast fifteen cla%s periods
Have each pupil to complete the Idopattli;cal form. 'Me insirm tor
!should read each !.latcrnent

12,
13.
11.

the student: fill than

will

assure more complete iilforihrli,or.
;Idminio'cr a piriesf. `cc appr!.ik for slij.2gestrd cAanirle.
Pistrikute.iA1
first a,sigionent.

1 N1T 11\[)

SociAL AND

kr,liot NI)

or 1-111.: AI romoitir

011/ECT/1-E.i:

I. To acquaint the stu lent %ill!' the hi-tolu of the automobile
2. 10 acquaint the student %%WI the de;clotrurot of the automobile
conditions have changed

23'
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To make students aware of the economic and social problems that
have arisen as conditions have changed
4. To help students understand the important part the motor vehicle
plays in the welfare of our nation and to the multitude of workers
dependent upon it
5. To familarize the students with the opportunities for employment
of both men and women in the transportation field.

3.

I. PRI:PAR1710N
There are over 6,000,000 professional truck and bus drivers traveling these roadways daily. Many of these drivers are women who contribute to this transportation system in various ways. Driving school
buses is an example.
There are other drivers besides the professionals who depend on
the motor vehicle for their livelihood and convenience for living and
working areas. These might be called the semiprofessionals, the doctor,
the postman, the delivery and service men. yes. and even the housewife who needs transportation to successfully manage the household
and rake a family.
Good paying jobs are to be found in motor vehicle transportation.
Scenes at freight terminals show the duties of he drivers of large
tractortrailers, arid the responsibilities of the people in a large repair
and maintainance shop.

Improvements such as scaled beam headlights, dual braking sys
ten's, power brakes, and power steering, retractible steering columns.
safety glass, defrosters for wind:411(.14h and rear glasses, padded da,Ii
and sun visors, seat belts, better ties, electric turn signals, larger stop
lights, door locks, increased horsepower, air conditioning, automatic
transmissions, constant spcol windshield wipers, windshield washeN
and wraparound windshields are now making motor %chides more
comfortable, easier to handle and inuch safer 'hall vehicle, of the past.
II. PRESENTATIO,V
A.

IliPory of the 'loom obit,
1.

Beg inning

a. Means of Power

Ill Steam
121 Internal (:onibtion
131 Electric

h. Body styles (Earliest forms)
c. Continued fin Foy eniems
111 Comfort
21 Safety

2. Growth of the Industry
a. Research
h. Production
r. Consumption

24
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Social and Economic Change (Worker)
I. Added employment
2. One out of escry 7 persons earn a Ikelthood either directly or
indirectly from the automobile.
a. Manufacturing
b. Selling
c.

Servicing

d. Insuring
e.

Registering

f. Highway construction
g. Pncessional Drivers of cars and trucks

h Other
3.

Better working conditions

C.

Public Welfare
I. Police protection
2. lire protection
3. Medical aid

D.

Public Transportation
I. More than 200,000 motor buses in U.S.
2. Millions of persons depend on the bu4es as the link between
home, lab. Kim-A, and shopping districts.

1..

3.
E.

Other

Chief form of public transit in American Cities.

Education

Oler 100,000 school buses in use in the 1 7.5.
More than 6,000,010 pupils transported daily
3. Caused many 1 aid 2 room schools to disappear
1.
Improved educational programs
5. Makes possible educational excursions for students
1.

2

F.

Recreation
1.

2.
3.

Attendance at sports clews. beaches. and parks increased

Vacations for families.
Tourists and resort ulustr established (accommodate over ten
billion persons annually l

Rcrenue

tone loll

out of etch' eight d,dlars collected in the

1.5. 15 automotive origin

Ttprs of automotirc tetra
I. Federal excise
2,
3.
1.

Parts
Tires
Gasoline

I. Oil
6.

Registratki fees
a. School finance
b. state sales tax
c. Federal and state corporation lax
d. Others

Driver and Traffic Safety Education

III. APPLICATION:
A.
B.

(Have students)

Report en vehicle registration and its increase over the years for
your community.
Models pertaining to advancement in design and construction of
automobiles.

C.
D.

Report on production and consumption of the automobile.
Report on jobs related to production, distribution, or use of automobile.

E.

F.

Look for the many different job opportunities offered in the field
of motor vehicle transportation.
Discuss the range of activities found in motor vehicle transport.
ation, specific job opportunities

IV. EVALUATION

.

A.

Written Tests
:11Matme mockups

C.

Panel discussion

D.

Oral discussion
Individual assignment
Croup assignment

E.

F.

DISCUSSION QUESTION'S
1.
2.
3.
1.

5.

what did you learn from this lesson that was entirely new to you?

What jobs in (Irking do women fill well?
Give reasons why companies operating large vehicle fleets cannot
afford to hire drivers who have had had driving records.
Why must a bus driver b-t highly skilled and feel his responsibility?
Who are the semi-professional driers? Is their work as important
as the "pros"?

t NIT TIIIWE
OF THE

\ Eli

OBJECT/ f'ES:
1. To acquaint pupils with area< of
kien that relate to driving.
2. To help pupils to evacuate their own vision.
3. To acquaint pupils is ith the incanim, and importance of reaction time.
1.
To help pupils know conditions ''rat may effect their reaction time.

I. PREPARATION
With the aid of a tachtiscopic lens attached to a 35 rem. projector

and adjusted in such manner as to allow in evposure for the least
amount of time possible. 17..,e a prepared slide showing a montage of

traffic signs to the group. Ask each member to list on paper what he
sees when the scene is projected on the screen. To begin with very few

if any of the group will distinguish shat is projected on the screen.

26
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Adju

the !cos to ;Mow more time for exposure. Continue adjusting
the lens until all it embers can identify the signs correctly.

Keep the reading of the lens %act' the first person or persons
correctly identify what is projected on the screen and the reading when
the last member of the grout) properly identifies the signs to see the
range of the group.
Take a crisp one dollar bill and ask course member of the group to
come all stand in front of you. With the thumb and forefinger spread
a distance of approximately two inches apart, hold the bill between
the person's. forefinger and thumb with half of the bill above the thumb
and forefinger. Now tell the subject he may have the bill if he can catch
it before it passes through between his thumb and forefinger when you
drop it. Thts demonstration will no doubt prompt others to want to try.
Permit sescral members of the group to make the attempt. The teacher
should through comersation attempt to distract the members attention
from the task at band.

Have each pupil (haw an X in the left center of au 81/2 x I 1 shed
of paper. Fixe inches to the right and in the same horizontal plane. line

him place his initials. (folding the paper eye loci and at arin= length.
el se the left e)e and look directly at the X as Illy paper is moved
and away from the face slowly until initials disappear. This
t
is the Natural Blind spot.
Show charts of optical illusions and ask the members of the group
to answer predetermined questions about these figures.

Show 2 charts. one with a white background a.al the colors white.

block. purple. yellow, Hue. nil. and green. the other with a black
background and the same seSen colors. Expose each chart for Iwo
seconds, four seconds, eight seconds. and continue until all colors are
seen by each member of the group. Make a record of each members time.

Relate ihe above to (Irking dui ing the dark hours and to diking
011 a STIOWCO%CiT1

surface.

slat (

11, Situ
SlRrrti.4

I0

I

II. PRESE T.11 /ON
Lei litre

The 1101portance of iiioro in

Brit ing
1.

VC as sisual dere( ts iaa

1.

driver to be
hazardous to self and
other drixers

cause

2. How it is possible for

2.

one to hase serious c)e
defects without being
11.

gel nip

1,114 ('H44i17,1

Show film "knights of the
Ifighm

a

roynirant of it.
Visual Acuity

and

inn lite
disc

an ee f.pcvirlist

to

11101 the group. t'se

driver licensing examiner.
It.

(1,144 di.lltion. .1(1mini,trr the
-.1(41/0

(rat.

Hudents
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nearing glasses should be tested
1.

first without glasses.
1. Discuss the following quest

Define visual acuity

ions.

a. What is average acuity
vision?
h. What is the difference hr2.

twee!) 20/20 vision and
20.30 vision?
2.

State requirements

2.

Check state code and discuss

the provisions.
Compensating for a deficiency in visual acuity
Field of Vision

3. Class discussion.

3.

C.

1. The distance to both

C.

Lettuce
1.

sides one can see while
looking ahead (peri-

pheral vision)
less `khan 70 degres to
either right or left is
a hazard, 90 degrees is
normal
3. Cardboard protractor

Discussion and Dernorrstrat
ion.

2.

Discussion and gre.pli.

3.

Example

Tunnel vision

1.

lecture and di.scus:ion

Compensation: turn

3.

Discussion

2.

test

5.

head frequently from
G.

side to side, avoid night
driving, be alert.
Binocular vision: the
needed fusion of the

Le" ure and discussion.

images from both eyes
a. dominant eye
7.

b. double vision
Factors affecting visicii
a. blind spots
b. windshield distortion
and glare
C.

Lecture and questioning

speed
1111

as speed iri-

creases field of
vision decreases

121 side view over
...111'11

is

speed smear

131 highway hypnosis

I).

Distance Judgment
1.

lecture

Ability to jue.ge relate
ive distance of objects

1.

Discussion, Measure several

distance; lvti.,een points or
bjects in the class.00m in
advanze and then have pupils

28
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2.

Rod test with miniature

2.

give these distances.
Demonstration

3.

autos
Compensation

3.

Sr
discu =sicn.
Lecture and

a. allow plenty of
room for maneuvers
b, use objects of known

size for reference
E.

c. extreme care at night
Night Vision
1. Ability to see clearly
under conditions of low
2.

3.

I:.

illumination
Visual purple
Glare resistance, ability

Lecture
1. Discussion

2.

Lecture

5.

Discussion

6.

Lecture arid queA ion.

to see against glare, and
recovery time
1.

(laic' resistance, ability
to see after having been
blinded by a strong light

5.

Correction or Compel'.

cation Vitamin A and
drive slower
6. Things to remember:

a. Always depress headlights when approch.
ing cars

b. Reduce speed. don't
overdrive headlights

c. Never look directly
into oncoming headlights
d. Oncoming headlights
hide objects on road
e. Wear sunglasses in
day NOT NIGHT
f.

Keep interior light-

off and windshield
clean
F.

Color Recognition
1.
of male olri%cr,
have color deficiencv
2.

1.

Discussion. Ut.e I slit;
or )3T11

3.

Discussion

el lady drivhave color defici-

ency
Compensation

a. recognize

signs

by

shape

h. watch traffic move.
1.

to lore and dmu,,

1/.; of
ers

3.

E.

mert
Traffic signal lights are
not standardized.

29
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G.

Reaction Time

G.

Simple: 1/2 sec.
'2
Complex: 3/4
3. Factors
a. attention
I). perception
c. interpretation
d. decision
1.

Lecture
I. Demonstration
2. Demonstration
3. Discussion

e. action
t.

Detonator test

5.

Total stopping distance
- reaction -f- braking

6.
7.

1 Example

Danger zone = total

stopping distance
Braking distance

in

5.

Lecture and graph

6.

Lecture and graph

7.

Lecture, graph, and discus-

creases with square of

sion.

speed
8.

8. Discussion

Brakes stop icheels not
cars

9.

One ci. iength per 10

9.

Discussion

111.

Discussion

\1P11

11.

Always anticipate
trouble
interpreting Psyehophysie.

Psycho-physical testing

al Tests
1.

Judgineit isn't measure

2.

Fast

1.

braking on ice.
1.

Hearing
1.

Discussion.

reaction isn't al.
nays 1)-.1, i.e. quick
1.

niSCIA,,farl

Makes one ay..are of

distance, speed and di
recdon of other cars
2.

2.

Audiometer test

I.

J.

Compensation: hearing
aid, sides iew mirrors

1.

J.

Fatigue
I. If tired pull

off road
and turn off lights

2.

3.

Example

3, F:vaniple

3. Watch lest

Discussion

Lecture
I.

Stimulants sometime::
help to relieve boreilom.
or take a walk
Take off shoes

1. Play radio
5. Engage in conversation

111. ,4PPLICATION
A.

Administer the acuity sision. field of si,ioa. distance judgment.

B.

night vision. and color sision tests.
Base student take the results of the abose Irsts and arrange them in

30L
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"pictorial" (graph l form. Also have each student spot his vision
on each graph.
C.

Administer the "reactometer" test to each pupil and record the
results. Next have each pupil check his own reaction time with the
average reaction time of drivers.

IV. EVALUATION
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

How does one compensate fur "tunnel" vision?

What is alerage "reaction" line?
What physiological reaction takes place when the eyes are submitted to extreme 'bright light?
How does one compensate for a deficiency in color vision?
When is one considered to hale "tunnel" vision?

STUDENT LEARNING EXPERIENCES
A.
B.

C.

At designated times permit students to bring, friends to the classroom and administer the psychophysical tests to them.
Have a committee visit the state driving license departments to
learn how the licensing inspector checks vision.
Conduct a study of visual requirements for licensing in each state
adjacent to Oklahoma.

INSTRUCTIONAL 31,4TERVILS RELATED TO THIS TOPIC
A.

Films
National Safety Counci / 1 min. 13SW
I . Aim High
National Safety Counci 11 min. 133W
2. Get The Big Picture
3. Keep Your Eyes Moving Na'ional Safety Counei 11 min. BSA
National Safety Counci 11 min. BSA'
L Leave Yourself an Out
5.

C.

Make Sure They See You National Safriy Counci

11 min. BSA'

Film Strips and/or Slides
1. Perception of Orking Ilarards. Part 1. II. Ill Steil Oil Co.
2. Seeing Ilaltits for Expert Prking. Ford Motor 7o.
Other Materials
I. ;e,.1r,1
2

Seeing dlahlts for Expert

Ford 7ilotor C.

Ir-1 Booklet for Boling l't.)clio-pliicol tuts. AAA.

Nil }fit
CONSTR.( ,..FI(IN AN!) 01'1.11A1 ION OF THE 11. 101.1011ILE
0111ELTIl'ES:
1.

2.

To leach pupils the say powr.. is generated.
To teach the v ay poser is transmitted from the engine to the rear
%heels.

To teach the function of cidi part of the poser train.
I. To teach the parpose of the ignition, cooling. loaking. and steering

.3.

slisterns of the automohile.

Driver and Traffic Safety Education
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1. PREPA RA TiON

Have pupils discuss the following questions on the. automobile.
1. What makes the automobile move?
2. How does the gasoline get from the tank to the engine?
3. How is the power created in the engine?

4. How is the power carried to the rear wheels of the car?
5. When turning a corner, what allows the outside wheel to turn faster?
INST UCT IONA L ST Ft TEGY

11. PRESENTATION
A.

The Engine

A.

Lecture . Thc heart of the auto
mobile.

I. Generate,: power (power

1.

plant)

a. four stroke cycle
(1) intake
21 compression
(31 power
13.

(4) exhaust
Ignition (electrical system)
1. battery
2. starter switch
3.
4.
5.
6.

B.

Show the film, "Four Stroke
Cycle of the Internal Combustion Engine."
Use engine chart mock-up
for discussion.

Use ignition chart mock-up for
discussion.

coil
distributor
ignition points

spark plug
alternator or generator
8, voltage regulator
hie/ S)stern
7.

C.

C.

tank
2. line

Use fuel system chart for disco..
sion.

1.

3. pump
D.

1. cat huretor
Operation of Pour r I rain

1.

1...e automobile chassis (bait for

component. of pill,r

train
a. clutch
b, transmission
c. dr've shaft,"U- ioint.

and slip joint
(I. differential
e.
f.

E.

rear ask
wheel

Pt al.ing System
1. types of brakes

E.

I.

a. foot
power
121 conventional

h. parking

3

Cla.s discussion . hat are
the most common Ipe brake,
found on passenger cars?
Use braking s) stern chart.

Ill. Suggested Lesson Plans
F.

Steering System

F.

G.

Cooling System
1. radiator

G.

25

Use "Steering Systems" chart
for discussion.
Use "Cooling Systems" chart for
discussion.

2. water pump
3.

fan

4. th"rmostat

II. Use "Lubrication Systems" chart

1.,trr.cniion Systei,7

for discussion.
Discuss the "Pressure System"

and the "Oil Splash System."
11I. APPLICATION
A.
B.

Have students cluck oil in the engine.
Place car on oil lack and show the drive shaft and "U" joints to
students.

D.

Show students how to determine the temperature of the coolant
from temperature gauge in driver's compartment.
Show student fuel gauge in driver's compartment.

E.

Check parking brake by setting brake and placing in forward

C.

motion. If car moves with ease, brake needs adjusting.

IV. FOLLOW.. P (F.TAVATION)
A.

What L.formalion does the temperature gke?

B.

What purpose does a lubricant serve?

C.

0.

Why are "I:" joints necessary in the pov er train?
What are the two kinds of brakes on a passenger car?

E.

What are the four parts of the cooling system?

E.

What are the names of the parts of the four stroke cycle of the
engine?

G.
H.

What is the main purpose of the differential of the power train?
Prepare a chart showing different parts of the power train and have
pupils name them and give the function of each part.

STI'DE,VT LE Val,VG f,XPER1EVLS T11
A.
11.

C.
D.

RELITE TO 7'11IS TOPIC

Check farailr car and locate some one port related to emit sv,ten .
De%elop a (halt for keeping en "rd of oil ( 'hinges and lubrb
I

jobs.
Check car manual and %sort, out a maintenatu e f.-111rdole.

Ask fife adult: a question about 11o%, poser is I trate.' in the
gine. Record the an,Isers.

UNIT FIN E

THE DRIVING COMPARTMENT
017IECTIJ'ES:
1.

To leach pupils the name, Imation, and purpose of the tonvtk710N
(ALIAS.

Drier and Traffi:. Safety Education
2.

To teach beginninv driers the names, location, and purpose of the
STARTING INSTRUMENTS.

3. To teach heiinning drivers the name. location, purpose. and use of
the covittot. INsrm:mENTs.
lo leach beginning drivers the name. location, and use of the siEETy
sTRUMENTS.

1. PREPAR,1710,1'

In order to operate car correctly it is necessary that each driver
become familiar rcith the (Irking compartment. In this compartment
will be foand the gauges. starting instruct eats, control insirument.
safety im-trumeuts. and others that may he classified as misuellanems.
It is impo,ant that each driver know the location and use of each item
in the compartniart.
INsTill'uTIONAt. SlIIATEGY

II. PRE,SIATATION
.1.
1.

rniarioHd Gauges.

Discussion

Fuel

of each gauge through pupil-

2. CO Pressure
3. Temperature

Determine the use

leacher discussion.

Make a larger chart of the
gauges in the driving compact.
»cut of the driver education car
and shoo the loca,ion of each

L Anm,cter
5.
6.

-

Speedometer
Odometer

gunge.

Cse the 1-etsice guide in the

glove compartment and make a
transparency' for use to locate
gauges.

Il.

Starting Instruments
I. Ignition switch
2. starter switch

13.

Through

discussion

determine

the use of rach of the instr
mews.

Make a large 'bars showing
the location of each im-trument
in Ihe driver education car.

3, Choke

From the Service Guide
male a transparency or use an

npafive projector to show the
C.

Control Insiri
1.
2.

_tits

C.

:accelerator pedal

Ind in,trument. Student, .s.hould

Hand throttle
3. Sleeting 01,els
I. root brakes
3. Parking brake

copy (hue in the n,tehook.
Take the large chart used
in 1 and add the contra: instrument, in Ille cOrrri I location.

17,11B.

location of these instruments.
Through group discussion de.
Inflame the purpose of each cc

Service (;.00" cm an
nr make
tratiTatency of the location of

Clutcla pc,b1
Gear ,elector

e

n111.111Je

0. erdrive lest

lornihr

the=e ingrlinleraq cm it.
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III. Suggested Lesson l'Inu.s

b.

Safety Instruments
I. Light switches
a. High beam
h. Low beam

2.

1).

Through discussion with pupils
determine the purposes of each
safety instrument

'fake the large chart and

c. Park
d. Interior
Brake lights

add these safety instruments to
it in the correct location found

on the driver education car. Use
the Service Guide on an opaque

Turn indicators

I. nom
5.
6.

27

projector to show the location
of these instruments. Make au
overlay :o use on the transparcm's made in A and show the

Visors

Windshield wiper
Windshield washer
0. Heater and defroster
9. Inside and Outside
mirrors
10. Seat adjustment lever
11. Air vents
7.

Seat bells
Miscellaneous
I. Heater
2. Radio

location Have pupils copy these
in the:: notebook.

12.

L.

F.

Through

IliSCUSliri

determine

the use of each item. On the

3.

Ash Ivry and lighter

1.

Glove compartment

5.
6.

Air conditioner
Litter bag

large chart used in A draw each

the Icration they arc
found in the driving cor :sariitem in

meat of the driver education car.

III. .1 l'I'LiC.4TIO,Y
A.

Take pupil to the driver education car and have students identify

each of the gauges. Instructors should then review use for each gauge.
B.
Have pupils point out the location of each starting instrument in
the Driving Compartment of the driver education car. The instructor

should demonstrate the correct lsay to use st,rting instrument= and then
permit pupils to use them with supers ision.

Demonstrate the use of the control instruments. Permit pupils to
use them with his sopersision.
I). Demonstrate the correct operation of each safety instrument. Then
have students operate them under supervision.

I V. roLtotr..ti,

fl,t

T1(1,V,1

5.

I.i%t the fife olisisions of the dr [sing compartment,

ii.

Ifosv should the foot he 1301 on the MI. leidi,.r!

.

Mo. can soil di crinkle if the ''high." hear) (.1 the 11^,1.14111. are
on?

D.

\I hat dixs the temperature gauge tell you?

E.

How can one (Ictermini the ni:l(s per

35 1,;,

gas 1J-Td!
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What is the correct position of the hands on We steering wheel?
What does the parking brake indicator tell you?
H. What is the purpose of the parking brake?
What might cause the temperature gauge to show "hot"?
I.
F.

G.

STVDENT LEARNING EXPERIENCES TILIT RELATE TO THIS TOPIC
A.
B.

Have students make a chart (drawing) showing each item in the
Driving Compartment of the family car.
List the items found in the driver education car that are not in th?
family car.

UNIT SIX
SICNS. SIGNALS AND

1,11ININGS

OBIECTIS'ES:
I.
2.

3.
4.

To teach pupils the shqw, legend, lockon, color combination, and
purposes of signs.
To teach pupils the description, co.or. location. and purposes of
roadway marking,.
To teach pupils the kind, color. loc.aioa, meaning, and purpose
of traffic sign
signs, signals, and markings correct.
To teach pupils to 5ce arid
ly when drking an automobile.

PREpAmtalay
Have pupils list on paper the signs they ha-. e observed recently.
Gk." shape and color combinations of each of thee.
Ask pupils to keep this list for comparison on the topic discussed.
ESSTaUGTIONAL STRATEGY

11. PRESEM.,11 ION

2.

color combination

Discuss mer ning of regulatory.
I. Draw on blackboard. 1.'e
poster "Sips of Life ".
Nlich can be seen lc)* great
distance shape of sign or
legend on sign?
2. Make signs on charts using

3.

location of sign,

3.

.1.

A.

Signs (Regulatory)
1. shapes

various okrs of paper to

show color combination.
Discussion. p. hat is the basic
purpose for the sign?

'.ho has rcspon,Thility for

placing sign,? kk here should
B.

Warning :.;:rpis
I. Nleaning
2. !grapes

B.

the sign, be placed?
Di,cu,s 1here located and the
purpose they 5C1%

36
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Color Combinations
Location
Guide Signs

29

3.
I.
C.

1.

Shape

2.
3.

Classification
Location

C.

What

information

do

Guide

Signs provide for the driver?

I. Color combination and
legend
1J.

MarAings
1
Purposes

2.

D.

Kinds

1.

Discuss the definite and im-

2.

portant function in controlling traffic.
Discuss channeling traffic,
dividing lines, lane lines,
crosswalks, turns, pavement
edge, no passing, stop. snake,

arid parking stalls.
3.

F.

Color and discription

3. Prepare poster showing col-

ors and description.
Discuss. Have pupils discuss:
more orderly traffic, increas

Traffic. Signals

2. Tnms

ed capacity for traffic,

re-

duction c f accidents, expedi t

ion. flow and adjustment to
traffic conditions.

a. circular oeilread

a. Discuss each color Red,
Amber, Green.
b. Adjustments for having

b. colored "x"

more lanes of traffic in
one direction than in the

Ill.

other.
Discussion

c. green arrows for
traffic control

c.

d. pedestal
e. pedestrian

d. Discussion
c.

Discussion

II'PLICATIO?'
N.

H.

During the laborator instruction period lime pupils list the different signs they observe and classify them as follows:
I.
shape. color combination. and location in relation to the
roadway and why needed.
Repeat same as in A except classify the rood markings as follows:
1. Name. color. description. location on r .adway. purpose served.
and need.

Repeat as in A except -10,sify traffic signals as follows;
I. Name. position of rotors. location nn roadway. purpose

and are tIn- julifir 1.

/.1- fi
A.
It

IT ION (1(1,1.011 .1 P)
Al hat ;s the meaning of a -regulator

sign?

List at least two shapes of regulato signs,
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C.

What is the meaning of a "warning" sign?

D.

In what way do "guide" signs assist the driver?

E.

Why is the "red" color on the pedestal type signal placed at the top?

E.

What is the description of a "dividing" line on the street?

G.

What color are pavement edge markings and what purpose do they
serve?

11.

How many lines are necessary for a crosswalk?

I.

Is a "railroad" crossing sign a regulatory or a warning sign?

I.

Give the shapes of the following signs: "stop" and 'yield".

h.

At what locations on a

L.

N\ hat is the put posr of a "stop" line?

1.

str

t

arc signs placed?

lake a diagram showing how 'markings" can he used to channel
traffic.
On an intersection layout show Iwo markings: one "right torn only"
with an option of going "straight a'.1ead".

STIPENT LEARNING EXPERIENCES THAT RELATE TO THIS TOPIC
A.

Have each student draw at least ivclve different signs giving color
combination. shape. legend. and type.

B.

Visit a traffic ene,ineer and learn how location of signs arc de.
lermined.

C.

Dave each strident draw a busy intersection

101111,1

in the local

community, showing dl traffic controls and the !impose each serves.

UNIT SEVEN
OPSERVANCE AND ENCORCENIENT OF

MOTOR EHICLE AND TRAFFIC LAWS
()IJJECTli 'ES:
A.

It.

To learn rr hy.
1. Traffic laws should be obeyed voluntarily.
2. The driver has no right to decide which laves should lie ()hoed
arid which should not.
3. Violations of traffic laws should he considered as serious as
iolation., of any other laws.
1ioiati ons eventually result in ,1.1 idents or tr.iffie problems
1.
for the higlivsav
T"earpha4.-.^:
1.

The importance of knoarnp. the Liras preerning vehicle 1111peraiital

2.

in an% state in Ishirli the driver intends to travel.
laws and regulations unfamiliar to beginning drivers.

38 "
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3.

1.
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That one should never "take for granted" the beginning driver's
knowledge and understanding of all laws, rules, and regulations
pertaining to driving.

PREl'AR.17.1(Lrrr

An important phase of traffic safety is the attitude of the individual
to traffic laws is
toward traffic law ohsersance. Vo tummy of
absolutely necessary on the part of em.h individied driver.

Many motorists are outlaws in traffic bat would not. under any
circumstances, he outlasts in any other arils ity. However. it must be
understood that any deviation from law is a violation. Far too many
mctorists do not look upon tralcie violation: as wrongs until they are
educated the hard svay - by arrest. They should stress the fact that we,
a- individual drivers, have no rig to decide which traffic law tcspeci
ally speed lawst should he violated and which should not.
All ilrivers should respect law enforcement officers and voluntarily
support and respect them in their efforts to enforce the Icws said reduce

traffic accidents and deaths. So often a driver makes the statement.
"Whr don't the poYee do something ? ". ashen he. as a citizen.. has done
nothing Inn help correct many similar situations.

Americans travel many thousands of mile= in different areas of
the country each year. Consepently it is necessary that raffle laws,
rules, and regulations become as nearly alike in all slates as it is pos
5:dile to make them. 'lire 11101e differences encountered. the greater the

(frames of unintentional violations which eventually result in problems.
The instructor should point out the need for all drivers who intend
to travel in other states to become familiar with the rules arid regulations
of each state before attempting to drive there.
If. PfiESEYVITIOV

Good altitude toward law will: need less strict enforcement. This
depends upon proper education. eaginecring. and enforcement.
A.

.I
1.

Good attitudes lead toward basic goals in driver education. The
best possible situation on our streets and highways would br:
everyone would always rinse and walk according to existing
laws. rules and regulations. Ideally CNVI{OTIV would de, this

voluntarily. Laws governing driving are set ep to help protect
drivers and pedestrians.
2.

lt.

Poor attitude,: result in more slririgent laws and enforcement.

kr/maiion engineering. and lain enicicewent are neves sari for PI/C.
Ti ri and ellieenel on no r 41 red 711/1 111 gh leo i s.
I. 1-Auration to climate :-.01,1 train driser- to be safe arbl effirirni
ben ome a skillful
) obtain tie( e..11 v
Irises and
driver.
2. higineering . proper engineering is necessary Ndirri
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and building higle.-ays, streets, and proper regulatory sign
3.

and their placement.
Enforcement To meet drivers this t.srans a policeman.
The policeman instructs or warns drivers, issues tickets ordering

the driver who has violated a law into court.
It is difficult to sr pirate edu,',,tion and enforcement.
a. Policemen are responsible to law abiding citizen, to protect
them from foolish. unsafe acts, which if allowed to go um
checked. would enclange: everyone.

h. Another necessary aspect ef police work
traffic.
C.

is

direction of

A major problem on our highways is the ever increasing number
of automobiles on our highways.
I. Motor vehicles are practically everywhere. Automohib-s are
like water: they seem to move in streams. cn highway, on city
streets.

2. Manufacturers are building more and linear car. The slates
and cities are building many streets and highways. but
almost unable to keep up with the namber of aunnnobiles and
lineation of the newer automobiles.

Objet-tires of traffic courts
1.

Educate drivels

a. Interpretation of laws
b. Understand why law
2.

E.

Penalize violators
a. Determines guilt
b. Assign [penalties

Point Syitons
I. Recording traffic violations
a. Points are charged according to degree of violation.
b. VichPlion assigned a ,ta,darcl number of points
2.

Procedures

a. Warning letter

sent F.

violator when certain number of

points are accumulated.
b. Special interview granted if point soon' reaches a high level
c. Suspension for a short or long period of time if an evtreine.
Iv high point score is reached.
d. Repeated or flagrant violations may result in revolin;T license.
111. .1PPLICATION

Briefly' evplain the 'wed for all ,itiectis to obey all ,,f our laws
voluntatily especially those goeitiwg the time of motor vehicles. Point
out the fad that it
police all drivers al
times: therefore, for our non safcts. it is OPle..311 that we be poorl traffic ititerl.
on our own accord at all virile,. Mention the fact that traffic ofii cis ite
on dots for the benefit of all anal that or r.h,,t31,1 he FIJI 1%11(.1'1 VC

thrift along the roadways. knowing that this- are thole lo pule( (rather than to catch us. 'Fly to king about a realizati trt of what ,lino,
wo.dd develop if none of these tficer were present to regulate traffic.
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Have the class discuss the paints in the lesson which impressed
them rnost. Ask each student who responds to state why this part
impressed him most.

E.

Lead the class into a discussion about the attitude all should develop toward traffic last observance and why this is so important.
Have the class discuss what interested them most.
Ask for -olunteers who Lac- traveled out-of-slate and encountered
laws, rules, and regulation,: different to those of the home state.
Research and reports.

F.

Resource personnel.

B.

C.
D.

IV. ,rOLLOW-UP (EVALUATION)

What would be the lresi possible situation on our streets and highways?
B.
C.
D.

E.

Why does it become more and more important each )ear that more
of our citizens voluntarily anemia to obey all traffic laws?
What is th' most unpleasant job of a traffic officer?
You are driving on an express'xay - you mitice you have just
what do you do? Why?
passed the exit you intended to take
One of your friends wards your car to "sound" better whie run-

ning so he suggests that the two of you take off the muffler ani
replace it with a resonator type muffler-- what will your answer
to him be? Why?
Y.

You are stopped by an officer and charged with a traffic violation.
You tell the officer that you did not know that what you did was
against the law. \Ma: would :he officer's answer most likely he?

EMPHASIZE
A.

B.

A number of terms new to a beginning driver are given in the
lesson. Some of these are suspended license. revoked license, legal
equipment, illegal equipment, prima-facie speed laws, minimum
and maximum speed laws, and traffic control des ices. The students
shoud be alerted to look for an explanation of these terms and to
understand their meaning well enough to discuss each.
What is the real problem in traffic to lay? Students should look for
the various suggestions given for improving this situation.

RULES OF 'HIE lti),\II
PART

sl c M %DE l.nss

(dIVECT/I'VS:
1.

To acquaint iris.ers with the Ruler: of the Road and how these rules
came into existence.

41
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2. To show reason., why the Rules of the Road are essential to safe
driving.
A. To teach the Rules of the Road and correct application of them,
-1. To show how standar.lization of the Rules of the !toad can bring an
improvement in traffic.
T. PAEPARATION
Organized activity of necessity requires rules and regulatiMIS. ViolclienS require assessment of penalties, Varying Violations merit different degrees of penalties.
Rules arid regulations have been established to regulate traffic on

tilt streets and highways. These rules and regulations fall into Ito,
Orssifications, 11 Ilanniade lairs. and (21 Natural Laws. The ',11annn.de laws on a local level are made by a City Council, Hoard of Trusteez; or some other governing body.

Stale laws tinationadei are written. discussed. and passed upon
by the Stale

On tire national level we have a National Commine on Uniform
Traffic Laws and Ordinances that developed the "Uniform Vehicle
Code" and upgrades it from time I' ';me.
'Many states and local governments are MY king ioward the adopt

tiol of the Uniform

Veloccle Code.

Ole Ailoiltion of this roiforrn

Velicle Code would do onuli to assist driers b, standardizing the rules
on a broader level.

Just as we treed officials to enforce the rules in organized aetivitics, we need officials that are charged with the responsibility of the
enforcement of the inanmade hiss. We Want to discuss these laws ?Imre

in detail later on.
The Natural Laws were established by the I:tidy...II

laws cannot

lie broken or violated by drivers without paling a venally. Ea(11 violation brings with it penalties which are meted out at the time the
violation is committed.
INS1C CLIO \ if. !,Tfi1TI.:1,1

II. PRESEAT,ITIOS
A.Mazionade bares
1.

2.

Lane Driving
a. two lane
b. MUlii-lane
kanc Numbering
lane Cliangim_v

.1. Right to left
h. heft to right
t. Street and Roadway
Markings

4Z.

III. Suggested Lesson !'lairs

a. Lane lines
11) urban

(2) rural

b. No passing
c. Pavement edge lines
d. Pavement -width
transition

e. Channelizing lines
f. Turn markings
g. Stop lines
h. diiiding lines
i. Snake line
j. Crosswalk

5. Types of Intersections
a. Closed
b. Open
c. Signalized
d. Twoway stop

e. Freeway exit and
entrance
f. Cloverleaf
6.

Left Turns
a. Twoway to two.way
b. Two.wa y to oneway
c. Onto a divided high.

way and from a di.

7.

wiled street
d. Onewaytoa one-way
e. One.way to a twoway
Right Turns

8. Turn-About
9. Offset Intersection
10. Hight-of-Way Ilegulat

ions

a. Same time rule

h. First car rule

Straight ahead traffic
d. Moving from a multi.
lane roadway to few.
c.

er lanes of traffic
e. From parallel park
f. From an angle park
g. From a driveway on
to a street
11.

11. Pedestrian
Parking

a. Parallel
h. Angle

llrll

12.

Passing

a. Curves. hills, and

431,
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railroads
local and state
ordinances
121 uniform vehicle
code
11 i

I. passing

a slower

moving car
111 acceleration
121

II t Study physics of driver.

start well back

13) check behind

and to the side

check path ahead
(5 } signal for lane
change
i

(61

starting acceler

t61 Emphasize acceleration.

Car will accelerate faster

at ion

from 0 to 50 MPH than
will from 50 MPH to
70 \[PII.

it

build to 15

171 Review neces,,ity for know.

ing your ability to judge

speed priority over the
car being passed

WI recheck path ahead

91 make decision to
either pass or

drop back into
original lane

distances.

Stress importance of see big everything that relates
to this maneuver.
191 Use magnetic hoard to
show position of the "passing" car as it relates to
011

the car being passed.
Blackboard may also be
used. Emphasize that to

pass you have reached the
"Point of No Return" um

6/ you make the "pass"
and can move back into
the correct lane.

(101 concentrate on
the center lane
ell

ahead for

any approach.
ing car.
111 check for making a safe return

13,

Brine. Pascd

11.

Following Distances

1101 Use magnetic board to

show position of the car
making the pass.

1111 "se poster which sho, s

the left headlight of car

just passed in the rear
slew mirror. Stress im-

portance of signaling and
troy ing back promptly.
1.3. Read the local Tecitiiiettlent fern
the ,Iriscr'F manual. Discuss the
reason for sin}, regulations.
I I. Use several small cars on a mag-

4

M. Suggested Lesson Maus
netic board to show how the
rule "one car length for each
10 miles of speed" applies to
traffic. Whose car does the law
relate to? Discuss the logic be.

hind the legal requirement on
15.

following distance.

"Legal" stop at "stop"
sign and "lied- signal
light.

l)rking on curves

16.

Discuss reason for reducing
speed before ..intering curve.

a.

[`se a turn table at slow speed
as you toss a coin on the table
to see what occurs. Now turn to
high speed and toss the coin on
the table to se, what occurs.
How does 'liankeil" roadway
help on 110', I's' II.nc can striver

Natural forces

detetinine
curve?
17.
18.

Speed limits
School Ru Law governing drivers

-pecils

sale

Ill. When does

!ins

a

on

a

become a

state re
gulat;ons that apply to drivers
when pupils are getting on and
off buses. Doe: the same regul

school bus?

ation apply on a "divided" road.

way? Do pupils cross in front
or behind "school buses"?
Driver communications
20. Emergency vehicles
a. ambulance
I+. law enforcement
19.

21).

vehicle
e.

Disc u. leg,11

reiiircinciits that
tale tehirle=

apply L., .1111.L
A hy are dose

need-.

eel?

fire equipment

Ill. ..fl'PLIC trim
1.
11.

C.
11.

Students should be asked to
r ii
a street and give the .rasion for ea. II.

111,111:ing (in

.1

diagr,un of

Simulate each -right of way" sittiati n in :in ,dfstreet area and
have each pupil drive a ear illustrating t'rem.
, and get a report on high
Visit a police department traffic ilk
accident locations in the are:.
Talk with at least for kJ- dirier- to s?, if ii -t motorist, oliscr,c
the -School Bus- regulation

IR. Foam/ 1' tij

iTioN)

A.

A hat street marking is used to

li.

11 here "45 lane one found on a street?

ate a -Right I win Onli:?

II 4.

A
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C.

Give the description of a "dixiding" line.

I).

When making a lane change. whA is the "second" step?

F].

Explain the following Right of Way rules:
I. Same time rule, 2. first car rule, 3. straight ahead rule, and
1-.

angle parked car.

How f..r in advance should signals he given?
G.

Draw a layout of a street showing the correct markings for a two.

IL

What lane should the car be in for making a left turn?

way street.

I.

\Vhat is the purpose of - "dividing" line?

J.

What is an "open" intersection?

K.

Where are "reference" points imagined to be on a street?

L.

Where is the "drive" lane for a right turn?

M. When is a ear "legally" stopped at a stop sign?
N.

What are the throe principal steps of parallel parking?

O.

,,here is the "pivot" point on the car used for angle parking?

STCOENT LEARNING EXPERIENCES THAT RELATE TO [HIS TOPIC
A.
B.

C.

Make a survey of at least five locations where markings are used
to restrict traffic and tell whether you think they are justified or not.
Visit traffic engineers and find out how the need for street mark
ings are justified.
Ask a committee to check at least 25 cars that are parked on an

incline dint) to see and list position of the front wheels.
D.
F ;.

Have students check traffic at a four -way Sclosedt intersection and
list the number that make a legal stop. An illegal stop.

Draw- examples of the following "Right of Way" rules.
i. first car, 2. same time, and 3. multilane to a two-lane street.

PART TWO: Lxws oe Mormx I All Rkl, LIMO

OBJECTIIIS:
I. To acquaint pupils with the laws of motion end how each of them
relate to safe driving.

2. To acquaint pupils that all fortes occur in pairs.
I. PREPARATION
Lie ing in the age of streamlined trains, airplanes, and automobiles
has acquainted us with many examples of motion. Motion or the char.
acteristics of bodies in motion you no doubt use without hesitation, such
as speed, inertia, velocity, acceleration, rate, momentum, centrifugal
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force, centripetal force, gravity. kinetic energy, force of impact but can
you relate them to the driving of an automobile?
This is what we hope to do in this lesson.
Definition of motion is to recognize that a body- in motion undergoes
a continual change of position relative to some other body or object.

A simple example of relativity of motion, a passenger in an airplano
in flight is at rest when compared with other passengers in the plane
but he is in motion in respect to o'.ijects and places on the earth.
Another example, driving by a parked automobile is quite different to
overtaking and passing a moving car.

Motion may be in a straight line, called rectilinear motion or in a
curved line, called curvilinear. Uniform motion in a straight line Lontin
ues as long as the forces acting on the body remzin balanced. When the
forces become unequal or unbalanced, some change takes place in the
motion of the body; the change may be speed, it may be direction or
it may be both.
Ordinarily in dealing with the motion of airplanes and automobiles,
we must deal ,.ith variable motion rather than uniform motion and that
creates quite a different problem.
Frequently in dealing with variable motion it is all right to use the
average velocity which is maintained for a given time.
NOTE: 61J N1.1).11. 7 8,1 ft. per second, the number of M.P.H. multiplied by 22:15 or 1.17 equals the corresponding number of feet per

second.

Discuss. 1. Can natural laws be broken?
2. When are violations of natural laws penalized?
ESs1RV(.1 ION tl. STR%TEGY

I. PRESEAT.-ITION
A.

1.

2.

11.

Write definition on chalk board
or project from transparency
onto screen and have students
copy it in notebook.
1. Discuss at sonic length, law
of inertia with class.
2. Demonstrate law of inertia.

IleFnition nI inertia

A state of rest is the nat

ural thing.
Moving objects contin
ue to move in the same
direction until some

force acts upon them.
.;au. ol Interaction

Discu., Newton's third law of
motion.
I. For every action or force
there is an equal or opposite

action or force. All force!!
occur in pair,. Each force i!
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a twin of some other force.
Examples:

a. A car going uphill must
have added power (action )

to offset the pull of

gravity I reaction).

b. When the foot brake is
applied in stopping the
car, the brake bands and
are
(reaction)
drums
counteracting momentum
(action).
c. Centrifugal force and
centripetal force are twins
but act in opposite directions. Discuss: Doe's centri-

fugal or centripetal force
cause the car to leave the
roadway on a curve? How
does a bicyclist overcome

centrifugal force.
C.

Gravity
1.

Effect on driving
a. downhill

a. Place

small

a

spring

wound car at the top of
an inclined surface and
release it.
b. Place the small spring
wound car at the bottom
of the inclined plane and
release it.
e. Place the small spring

b. uphill

levy! surface

hound car on the level
surface and release it.
Discuss the differences in the

speed of each car on each
surface.

(l. stopping distances
downhill
e.

engineering changes
to reduce pull of
gravity

(1. Rept it

a, b, c,

above.

How is gravity reduced
here?

e. Lecture

-

Lowered

the

center of gravity which
makes it difficult to Upset the modern car under
normal driving conditons.

\Then a luggage rack is
placed on top of a car the
renter of gravity is raised

and must be considered
on curves.

\\bat about the

48k.-

I resent
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fad of raking the body
of car above wheels? Is
the center
of gravity
changed? As the weight
of the body of the car is
raised or an object is
placed on the top, the

center of gravity is raised.
1).

Centrifugal Force

D.

I. counteractot s

Driving a car on a curve
1. Centripetal force in the form
cf frictional grip, gravity,
and a banked roadway.

2.

2. Through use of the steering
wheel front wheels are turned and keen car in proper

driver contro. of car on
curve

lane.

Discuss position of the car
in drive lam, to avoid a head-

on collision with an oncoming car, both on inside and
outside of curve.
3.

results of driving on a
curve when centrifugal

3.

Use a three speed turn table.

[Inn at lowest speed, toq:: a

force is stronger than
its counteraciors

coin onto the table to see
what occurs. :po increase
table to top speed, toss coin

onto table and note the dif
ference. What factor caused
the difference?

Friction

E.

Ask students to snap their fingers. The surface of the forefin.
rter and thumb create friction
vslien rubbed together. Ask students to repeat snapping fingers.
Now ask each student to moisten

the finger and thumb tips with
tip of lonpe and snap fingers
again Note: to moisten reduces
1.

2.

is friction needed
to drive a tar?
'IA lyt

Friction for stopping a

frici
I. ro start, stop, and steer the
car. Tire surface must come
in contact with roarl surface
2.

rer

.3.

Need for decreasing

49t i

3.

or car will not move.
Lecture . Ilrake shoes and
brai..! drums. Tire surfaces
or road surface. Stress size
of tire surface on road sur
face each tire surface sire
of palm of band).
Lecture . Lubrication of mm.
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friction
Need for increasing
friction

ing parts.
Wet and icy road surfaces.
S,,It and sand are applied to
surface. Place a small spring
wound car on a dry glassed
surface and start it in mot.
ion. Now place soap suds on
the glassed surface and start

1.

car in motion. Is there a
5. Tire treads versus f-ict

difference? Why?
Use thrve sections of tires.
each with different amounts
of tread from good tread

5.

ion on toad surfaces

to no tread. Place a small
weight on tire and attach
a rubher hand to the section

of the lire with

the least

tread and place it on a soapy
glass surface and pull it.
No.,. do the same thing with
th. other two section of tires.

nich section indicated the
greatest amount of friction?

Which the

least

amount?

Why? Relate this to the kind
of tread needed on the tires

on the car we drive.

6. The amount of frictional

6. Traction

force present for controlling
a -ar.
Example:
Pumping the
brakes when stopping a car

on an icy surface helps to
retain the "traction" and
eontrol of the car.
F.

Acceleration

Discussion

Have studeols give

the definition

o; acceleration.
What is the difference between
acceleration S. velocity (speed)?
Ac"eleralion is the change in
velocity which takes place in

oue unit of time. The change
in speed from 0 to some new
1.

Kin.;:x of acceleration
a. positive

F

a.

C

rd.
Lecture - Does a car acceler

ale from 65 to 75 NIPII at
the same rate as from 0 to
65? See page 14 "Physics
and the Drker."
h. negative

b.

50
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2.

3,

the foot on the accelerator.
Applying brakes or going
up a grade slows the speed.
2. An appreciable factor of re

Air res;stance
When is a knowledge of
icceleration

sistance begins at 0 MPH or
more in an automobile.
Hazards in ot erDiscuss
taking another automobile.

ing an automobile?

another

Passing a parked car with

importance while iri

G.
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Force of Impact

C.

car

approaching

from the opposite direction
on a narrow street.
Discuss the meaning of kinetic
energy and what happens to it
when a car strikes an immovable

I.

increase in force of irn.

object or another car while tra
veling at a high rate of speed.
1. Increases with the square of
the speed.

pact
2.

decrease in force of Mi.

the stopping
distance increases.
Applying the brakes and

2. Decreases as

pact

3. What is the best sray t
use up kinetic energy?

making a smooth, gradual
stop.

1.

engineering to offset
kinetic energy

1.

Strohbery planted along tho
roadway and 011 the median
on freeways.

H.

Momentum

Discuss. What keeps the car
moving after the foot is re

moved from the accelerator?
What is the purpose of the "see

mid" gear of a standard shift
car?

dPPL(C.ITla.
A.
11.

1).

Place a mill-. bottle on the floor of the automobile and base pupils
start it iu motion without upsetting the bottle.
Ask pupils to drive the automobile on dry IL:net/lent at 20 N1P11
and stor it on a signal by the instructor. within -1.5. of space.
Has e pupils ()rite the automobile cm a wet pas einem at 20 )1}11
and try- to make a smooth stop in 1-5'.
Illave pupil cruise at a speed of 30 JlPH for a distance, on a signal from the instructor the student increases the speed to P) N1111
quickly. Instructor shoul I use a stop watch for timing purpose
;Now have a student cruise at SO 11P11 on a signal from the instrur t-

E.

or. pupil accelerates as quickly as possible to fi11 Ntl'il. Again tlie
instructor times the acceleration. Compare the two situations
discuss reasons for differences.
Place a bottle on the front seat :c;.1 a-k the drher In make a sharp
turn. Which natural law is in action here?
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on a level surface
and appro?ch a grade without depressing the accel?rator any more
than on the level surfs, ;.

F.

Ask pupils to drive the automobile at 25

G.

Ask pupils to drive an automobile up an incline and down the
other side without adjusting the accelerator. What natural force
was acting here?

IV. iOLLOIT-UP (EVALUATION)

I).

Why is friction needed to drive a car?
What force is a twirl of centrifugal force?
What are the two kinds of acceleration?
What is one sure way of reducing "Force of Impact"?

E.

What natural law would cause the hooks which are laying behind

A.
B.
C.

the back seat of the automobile to move forward when an emergency
stop is made?
F.

Why. is "relative" speed important in driving a car?

G.

What haprns to the stopping distance of an automobile when the
speed is doubled?

II. Discuss the Law of Interaction.
STUDENTS LEARNING EXPERIENCES THAT RELATE' TO THIS TOPIC
Ilase a committee or students acquire twelve accident reports from
the police department that occurred (luring inclement weather and

A.

analyze the accidents to see how many could have occurred because

of failure to adjust to the Natural Laws.
Vh.it an enforcement department and ask them the percent of ac
cident fatalities occurring from a violation of the N'atural Laws.

B.

UNIT NINE
DRIVER VABLABLES AND ACCIDENT l'lW\ EN ffoN

OBIECTII'ES:
To show:
I

1. The involvement of everyone in the traffic probl.m.
2. The factors involved in traffic accidents.
3. The neid for wise use of tho motor vchides and for continuing train-

ing of the (Idler.
I. PREP,,fq.4TION
This lesson should emphasize the fact that the modern motor N.( hicle

has become an integral part of the lives of all of us. We will, of necessity, use it from the cradle to the grave. IlOW we use it may determine
how long this span of time wi'l be. Unfortunately. to many fee: that
traffic accidents always haepert to the other
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Facts should be given concerning the annual cost of traffic ac
cidents, the chances we have of being involved, the number of miles
traveled annually and reasons for the rising cost of insurance. Safety
factors of the vehicles, the roads, and the drivers should be discussed
and the point made that we can improve all of these. Driver education
is a means of improving the traffic, situation. In this relation, driver
education should not be only for young people in school but should
include all drivers.
11.

PR ESENT ,4T1
A.

The (hirer

I. Fatigue
a. Fatigue poisons induce sleep.
b. Hest produces body chemicals That counteract fatigue poisons
c. Fatigued drivers become:

I11 Less vigilant
121 Less perceptive to depth, distance. and speed
534 Less able to react quickly
141 1,ess able to resist glare
d. Compensatory factors

I 14 Refuse to drive ishen fatigued
124 Laws passed to keep truck drisers from driving more than
10 hours at a time, to be followed by 8 hours of rest. The
10 hours must be broken by periodic breaks.

c. Ways to partially offset drowsiness:

ill Keep plenty of fresh air in the car.
121 Engage in conversation.
I:31

Pull off the road and take a nap.

III Park car and rest your eyes by pressing gently on your
(Si Drink coffee or strong tea.
161 Avoid alcoholic drink sthich causes (miller drowsiness.

17) Rest frequently by getting out of the car and %,alking
around.

2.Intelligcnce

krwicledge)

a. Identify or recognize hazardous conditions.
h. (low to avoid or lessen hazards.
c. How to meet situation that cannot I abided.

51. Diking skills and altitude.
.3. Hearing

a. llard.of.hearing are handicapped 15y:
111 Not hearing other car horns in a passing situation
21 Not hearing approaching trains at some rail crossings

b. llardohearing people con compensate by:

53
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Using pheripherial ision for all its worth
21 Being exceptionally alert and watchful
131 Using an additional rear-view mirror
141 Using properly adjusted hearing aids
4. Personal and Emotional adjustments

a. Physiological
b. Emotional

5..4ge and Experience
a. Young people are more capable to quick adjustment

b. Older people drive more cautiously
c. People who should adjust more rapidly hale more fatal accidents
AGE GROUP

16-21

22-27
28-47
48.65

RATES PER 100,000 Mll.r.s
1.5 %
1.0 %
0.7 c,f,
11.6

6.0/aside effects upon drivers
a. Radio and Car noises
b. Weather
c. Effects of other people in car
d. Effects of alcohol, narcotics or ,netlicines
e. Rest and sfrep
f. Carbon Monoxide
11) Exhaust
121 Tobacco
7. 11sion
8. Reaction time
B.

Variables in Cars
1. Lights
2. Steering mechanism
3. Seats and seat belts
4. Transmissions
5. Acceleration
6. Brakes
7. Etc.

C.

Other users of the Road
1. Stoic moving vehicles
a.

Trucks

h. Farm equipment
c. Road machinery

541.
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2.lastrinoring vehicles
a. Inter-city buses
h. Passenger cars
3. Two-wheeled vehicles

a. Motor scooters
b. Motorcycles
c. Bicycles
4. Commercial vehicles that make frequent stops
a. Buses

b. Taxis
c. School buses
d. Delivery trucks
5. Unsafe Vehicles
6. Pedestrian

7. Animals

Road Variables

1).

1.Road Surface
2. Road Width
3. Intersections
1. Condition of road

a. Wet

b. Dry
c. Covered with sleet or snow
d. Foreign materials on road
5. Lightning or roadway
a. Periods of bright and dark light make eye adjustment- difficult.
b. Dawn and dusk driving most hazardous
6,

Winds (sudden)
a. Encountered when car passes through a cut in a hill or mountain.

b. Vacuum follows a truck
c. High side winds on the open road
d. All these can cause excessive swerving

e. The only precaution is to be aware of these 1% inds and adju,t
accordingly.
7. 3Iarkings
8. Signals

9. Contour of surface

Ill. APPLICATION
A,

II.

Stimulate class discussion on how o present a collision.
Show potential accident situations Ly use of fifms, magnetic board.
etc-

!)ricer and Traffic Safely Education
C.
D.

Plan panel discussions on "driver \ or i )1
nave students determine specific acei,l,"nt prevention needs.

FOLL011"171' t'EVILLATION)
A.
B.
C.
11.

E.

F.
C.

Who is having traffic accidents?
Why do people have accidents?
What arc your chances of being involved?
What is the fallacy in "Let those %ho have accidents pay for them..?
What are reasons for training all drivers?
What part does vision play in accident probability?

!low many deaths, injuries, accidents occured during the lesson
time?

I.

Could you be involved in a traffic acciden0
Observe student driving behavior near the school.

J.
K.

Provide knowledge and attitude tests.

II.

In what was might a driver's emotion affect his driving skills.

EMPHASIZE:
I. Magnitude of the problem.
2. Responsibility of all highway users.
:i. Challenge to all Sc help solve the problem.

UNIT TEN

11113A\ AND RI RAI, DRIVING W ITII A DEFENSIVE ON Hat -RE
0111ECT1 I 'ES:

A.

To learn:
1. The ability to use each control of the automobile from habit
2.

before driving in traffic
Knowledge of safe driving practices and immediate recall is
essential to smooth traffic operation.

3. The importance of signs or cues of potential hazards from
other drivers and pedestrians and particularly those involving
children and the aged.
B.

To recognise:
1. The illusion of security brought on by rural driving,.
2. And use road markings. traffic signs and signals.
3. The need for teamwork with other drivers as the basis of de.
fensile driving.

1. l'REI'.4R.ITIO,V

The importance of learning how to start. stop. turn corners and
control speed ea.sily and automatically before attempting to drive in the

city should he stressed, as is the ability to stay in or change lanes
properly.
Once the beginning driver has learned these manzu.ers well. he then

sly uld learn how to get into the street properly and safely, to follow
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other vehicles at a safe distance. to obey all traffic laws because he
wants to. to drop back when (ethers pass and cut in, to slow down when

entering intersections and accelerate after lie has gotten well into the
intersection. and to recognize and respond to hazards within his clanger
zone.

Many ilriters who trine] on country roads have it ision, of security.
Traffic is lighter in these areas. but speeds urn- eisa ills higher. Actually.

more motor vehicle deaths omen- on rural roads than in urban areas.

Viewing the beauty of the coontrvside. a driver finds it hard to
helieve that hungers enay confimit him as he travels these roads. Even

drivers who actually know of these hidden changers often continue to
drive too fast for conditions. The question is asked "Whyr A munher
of reasons should Le gliaa in answer.
The lesson deals with the importance of always 'hiving ifefensiiely.
The safe way to overtake anti pass On country roads will he shown.
IleIping others who are passing you will he described as teamwork in
driving.

The necessity- for recogniling. understanding. and obeying road
markings, signs. traffic control signals. and "clues to danger- will Ire
stressed. The importance of always giving a signal for any intended
maneuver
change of speed or directloA -- on these roads will he
polite out. 'ibis means giving an accurate signal in plenty of lime for
other motorists to adjust. then doing evactly what has been indicated
by the signal.

Emphasis is to lie put on driving at a speed that allows oric ti i
within the assured. dear distance ahead.

.,,l11111

PRESEA T 1710A1

Criiin.g the (or Into
1.

.,:ttrei

Backing Rules

a. Walk .'mini and Behind car.
1.. Look in all directions. !lack your car slaw!). looking ewer
SOW' shoulder.

lie aware of people on foot. especially eltildrcir. in a position
where they may slap into your bath.
11. Come to a stop before crossing the sidewalk. In some states.
this stop is required by law 1/1..31, yield the right of ma!
to pcdr4riarlS.
.S you start In more into the roadway. Siel I JO. right of way
C.
to any approarhing rchiile. Theis also is usually reejuired
by law.
c.

f. On a quirt residential street. b,ici 00%1\ carefully into the
ao-ane of
lane for the direction in which NO.] wish to go.
the position of any parked cars Shiite r ne may remain in your
blind .9.0t as you back end turn

il

?
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g. On a busy street, back into the nearest lane and proceed in
the direction of the flow of traffic -- going atound the block
rather than backing across traffic.
B.

Driving in Tref fiz
Pedestrians, cross streets, traffic congestion,

REDUCED VISION

and

and many other factors require reduced speed in built up areas.
1. Corning into a city from open highway
a. Reduce speed as posted or 25 mph if no signs.
b. Always drive ahead.

2. Safe Speeds

a. Stay up with flow of traffic.
b. Do not let tailgaters and horn-blowers get you excited.
c. Remember at least 1 car length for each 10 mph driving
speed.

d. Stay alert for pedestrians and other vehicles entering your
buffer or danger zone.
e. NEVER increase speed to BEAT THE LICHT.
f. Reduce speed when approaching a red light.
g. Watch cars behind you as you approach a light.
h. While wailing on a light keep your right foot' on the brake
pedal and gear shift in neutral.
(1) Don't creep.
(2) Always check cross traffic before pulling out on a green
light.
i. Signal your Intentions.

j. Progressive signal systems are so timed that driver moving
at proper speed can make all green lights.
k. Speed at intersections
(1) Governed by conditions at time

a. A good rule: Never enter an intersection at a speed

which you corld not stop before striking any suddenly
appearing object.
b. Alf ays check for traffic, obstructions, pedestrians, etc.
(2) Governed by conditions after you enter an intersection.
3. Rounding curves.
a. Slow down before entering a curve.
(1) Your car may skid

(2) It may leave the road
b. Take a curve so that even passengers don't know of i;.
c. Drive at a speed that you can stop in the assured clear dislance ahead.
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Hills and hill crests
e. Never coast down hills.
b. Use gears.
c. Reduce speed as you approach a hill crest.

Driving in Lanes

1. Many cities use pattern of lanes; a skilled driver can imagine
lanes.

'"2. Choose lane carefully.
c. Consider provisions of law.
b. When turning move into proper lane well ahead of time.
c. If going straight ahead, remember that turning %Aides may
stop and block traffic.
d. If driving in lane next to parked cars, reduce speed.
(1) Watch for pedestrians behind cars.

(2) Watch for opening car doors.
(3) Watch for cars pulling into street.

3. Meeting other cars.

(Don't skald your ground if another car is in your lane.)

a. Other diver may be asleep
b

Ay be drunk

c. Ill

d. Drowsy
e. Inattentive
f. Incompetent

4. Changing lanes
a. Always signal before changing lanes.
b. Check to be sure lane is clear.
c. Sequence is:
(1) Make decision in advance
(2) Check traffic
(c) Signal
(a) rear view mirror
(b) Check ON(C shoulder (d) Mote into desired Ian.
in direction of change
5. Reversed Traffic Flow

a. Sometimes same lane used for opposite direction at different
timee of day

b. Watch all signs for warning of this type of traffic.
D.

Making Right and beit Turns

1. Good drivers always turn from proper lane into proper lane,
watch signs and markings, since tome Isnea are designated for
certain directizIs.
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2. Make turns at slew speed, be ready for quick braking.
E.

Overtaking and Passing

1. Know rules (laws) in area where you are driving.
a. Some areas have special laws.
b. Watch for signs and markings.
2. Generally passing is done on left, but there are two exceptions;

a. When two (or more) continous lines are moving in same
direction.

(1) No lane transfer shou'd be made.
(2) Each moves independently of other.
b. Vehicle turning left at intersection may be passe,: on right
side.

c. Some states may permit passing on right under other con.
ditions.

3. Pissing is one of the most dangerous driving maneuvers, judge
closely.

a. Speed of car you are about to pass.
b. Your ow. car speed.
c. The distance both will travel, before back in line.
d. The assured clear distance ahead.
e. The speed of the acoming vehicle.
1. The apace available to move back into line of traffic.
g. Any additional hazard.
4.

Possibilities confronting driver who wants to pass.

a. Error in judgment
b. Impatience
5. Don't make your own rub, for passing

patience pap off.

6. Mathematics of Passing.

a. Allow enough apace
b. At 50 mph you need almost half a mile to pass a car going
40 mph.

7. Precautions before passing:
a. Watch for signs and markings
b. Look ahead before passing
c. Know what is behind you
d. Give the proper signal
e. Sound your horn
f. Return to the proper lane
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Some Comnwn Hazards
1. Be able to recognize DANCER IN THE MAKING.

2. Reduced Visibility.

a. Reduction of visibility goes with city driving.
b. Close moving traffic obscures danger zone.
(I) Even traffic signals may be obscured.
(2) Increased following distance increases visibility.

3. The Stopped Bus

a. Passengers may not wait for bus to move, they may move
out from behind (or in front) of it.
b. Driver must anticipate such occurences and be ready to stop.
c. Pedestrians rushing to catch bus jaywalk.
4.

The Manned rehide
a. Frequent starting tnd stopping characteristic of city driving.
b. Adjust to actions of other drivers.
(I) Whenever you see a drivers arm outside of the car, be
ready for anything.
(2) ;hive defensively.
c. Beware of stopped vehicles with driver at wheel.
(1) Give plenty of ruom when passing and if you can't, stop!
(2) Never stop en the road surface.
(3) Be especially alert at night when stopping.

5. Railroad Crossings

a. Some have watchman on guard at all times.
b. Some automatic warning bells and lights.
c. Always treat railroad crossings as very dangerous.
d. After a train passes, look again before crossing.
6. Pavement Edges
a. Keep on the pavement.
b. Don't try to get back on at higl. speed.
c. Never slam on your brakes.
7.

Tires Blowing Out

a. !raped iires regularly
b. Keep control of the car.
c. Keep control of yourself.
d. Steering is the most important thing.
(1) Grip the steering wheel firmly
(2) Do not brake, slow gradually
e. Move off the road to change a tire
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8.

"Muscling in"

a. Pedestrian in crosswalk, stop about four feet back and der
not attempt to proceed until it is clear.
b. Allow vehicles making left turn in front of you plenty of
room, some drivers cut turns sharply.
9. The Illusion of Security
a. Feeling of false speed
b. Feeling of false momentum
c. Becoming velocitized
d. Check the speedometer frequently

10. The Thoughtless Three

G.

a. The weaver
b. The sight-seer
c. The deadfoot driver
Road Maps

L Plarning
2. Let passenger be the navigato,-

3. Study the Legend, and the explanation that is will. it.
III. APPLICATION
A.

Ask students to help set up an analysis of driving errors as they
walk or ride on the streets.

B.

Discuss reasons why many people drive too fast in the country.
How does a driver who is well-trained and experienced compensate

for this?
C.

Show potential accident situations (films, slides, etc.)

D.

Direct group discussion on how to prevent collisions.

E.

Provide field trips and demonstrations.

F.

Panel discussions

Defonsive vs. offensive

IV. FOLLOTP.UP (EVALUATION)

B.

Why is it not safe to learn to stop, start, and maneuver in city
traffic?
Why may it be difficult to get your car into the street safely?

C.

Give tile most important reason for always going around jour

A.

car before backing.
D.

Why, when you enter the street from your driveway, may it be
necessary that you go in the epposite direction from the one you

E.

Explain exc^tly how to approach, look, enter and pass safely
through an intersection controlled by a traffic light.

desire?
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Why should you first look to your left for cross traffic in an inter.
section? What is the one exception to this rule?

Explain how you would change lanes safely in heavy traffic?
H. What does the word "velocitized" mean as used in the lesson?
1.
When does a driver '.eel as though he i3 "crawling" as he drives?
J
Describe the important information given by lines, lettering and
symbols on the pavemen..
G.

K. Why is teamwork in traffic necessary to safe driving?
L What is "defensive driving"?
M. Why is it necessary to give signals for any change of direction
farther in advance while driving in the country than la urban areas?
N.

How can you avoid head-on collisions when overtaking and passing?

UNIT ELEVEN

MAINTENANCE AND CARE OF THE AUTOMOBILE
OBIECTIVF.:5:

To emphasize:

I. Why and how a vehicle should be properly maintained.
2. Where to take the vehicle in order to be sure it is in safe operating
condition.

3. How proper care of a vehicle can be rewarding.
I. PREPARATION

The rewards an owner may receive from taking proper care of his
vehicle are obvious in reduced operational cost end higher male value;
but most of all it pays off in safety to the operator, those who may ride
with him and to other users of the highway.
The importance of good tires, what kind to buy and how to take
care of them to avoid excessive wear or damage.
Knowing h re and how to change a tire safely is very important
to all beginning drivers and to raga), so-called experienced drivers who
might note the danger of their present procedure.
The necessity for ',eying a safe braking system in good condition
at all times is ettessed, and a false idea concerning the potency of power
brakes is discussed.
All safety equipment on vehicles should be kept in good working
condition. This, among others, includes the steering mectisbism, all
lights, the horn, windshield wipers and washer, glasses and mirrors.
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It is pointed out that the cheapest maintenance service an owner
may buy is that found at a reputable garage where mechanics are well
trained and fully skilled in making dependable repairs with the aid of
modern equipment.

The owner must accept the responsibility for seeing that his car is
kept in good condition at all times.
II. PRESENTATION
A.

Introduction

"An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure." Edended vehicle life and lower maintenance costs, improved appearance, better

performance, and safer equipment are but a few of the benefits
that come from syztematic maintenance.
B.

Lubrication
1.

Chassis lubrication

o. Where to lubricate (Owner's manual)
b. When to 1, bricate (Owner's manual)
(Garage observation)
c. How to lubricate
2. Engine lubrication

a. When to lubricate (Owner's manual)
b. Type of oil to use
c. The necessity of the oil filter element.
3. Oil pressure gauge

a. Purpose and how it operate`.
b. How read.
c. How to interpret reading..
d. Possible causes for not operating.
C.

Cooling Systtm

1. Check lor leaks
a. The radiator
b. Hot water heatea
c. Water hoses
d. Hose connection..
e. Water pump
f. Coolant water, antifreeze
P.

Water temperature gauge

a. Purpose and how it operates
b. How read
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c. Normal temperature while driving
d. Some causes for temperature above normal
D.

Electrical system check

1. Proper adjustment or, headlights. (Done by garage or service

station with beam testing equipment.)
2. Clean head and taillights regularly.
3. Chec;c battery tor:
a. Weak battery
b. Proper arneunt distilled water
c. Corroded baste:), cables and terminals
d. Bad connections

4. Location oh lase box (Spare fuses in vehicle)
5. Ignition switch
a. Purpose
b. Location on car
c. How it is turned on
6. .4mmeter:
a. Purpose and how it operates
b. Value to driver
a. How read
d. Cause for variation in reading
E.

Fuel System (Exhibit heel system charts and ..7alvaged parts)
1.

Carburetor

2. Gas tank (Capacity)
3. Fuel lines
4. Fuel pump
5. Gasoline gauge:

a. Purpose and how it operates
h. How read
c. Possible causes for not operating
F.

Keep tires in safe condition
1. Proper arnqunt air pressure

a. U:;der inflation causes excessive wear on outside of tire
b. Over inflation causes undue wear in middle of tire

2. Check for:
a. Weak spots
b. Cuts
c. Blisters
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d. Metal or stones in tire tread
3. Rotate tires

4. Changing tires
G.

Brakes

1. Pedal light enough so that brake locks at 2" front floor.
(Adjustment)
2.

Test skid marks at 10 MPH

3. Rainy weather (Dry linings by driving in lvw or second with
right foot on brake short distance).
4. Master brake cylinder (Check every 1000 mires.)
5.
H.

Test and adjust park brake every 1000 miles.

Safety Aids
1.

Light control:
a. Switches

b. Locations on instrument panel
c. Steering post
d. How to check lights
e. Difference between dim or parking and depressed headlights.
f. Open road and passing beam patterns
g. Fuses and their purpose and location
h. Pane! lights and taillights.

2. Rear view mirror:
a. Purpose
b. Adjustment

c. Valle to driver
d. Blind spots
3.

IT'Cruishie ld wiper:

a. Purpose and operation
(1) Electric type
(2) Vamum type
b. How controlled
c. Advantages of dual wipers

4. Sun visors:
a. Purpose
b. Location
c. Operation
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5. Winishield defroster and heater

a. Purpose
b. Location
c. Operation
G. Horn Burton
a. Location

b. Purpose
c. Over-use
III. APPLICATION
B.

Students point out parts of car that need maintaining
Show students how to check: oil, tire pressure, battery, radiator,
springs, fan belt, wipers, clutch, brake, etc.

C.

Students assist in keeping car clean.

D.
E.

Discuss the common checks a driver may make to insure safe vehicle operation.
Have students prepare report taken from one of the popular periodicals such as Popular Mechanics, Popular Science, Mechanics
Illustrated, Car and Motor Trends.

F.

A field trip to a local major service station and observing the

A.

washing, greasing, and maintenance check on the vehicles they serv-

ice and have students prepare a report on what could be added to
the check at the service station.
Visit one of the local major car agencies and inspect the cars and
watch their garage in operation.
H. Show film of preventative maintenance.
G.

Iv. FOLLOW.UP EVALUATION

A. Who is responsible for the mechanical condition of the car you
drive? Give reasons.
B.

Why do some tires wear more on each side than in the middle of the
treed, and others more in the center?

C.

D.

How can ycl cheek your brakes for defects?
Why is it so necessary that the steering mechanism of a vehicle be
in good conditon?

E.

Written and oral tests.

EMPHASIZE

Look for the causes of excessive tire wear, why people are sometimes
confused about what Icad of tires to buy, why brakes fail, what safety
equipment should be checked regularly, and where .automobiles can be
taken far repairs.

6
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UNIT TWELVE

ACCIDENT REPORTING AND RECORDS
OBJECTIVES:

1. To acquaint pupils with the way information from traffic accidents
reports is used to bring about an improvement in traffic safety.

2. To acquaint students with the procedures to follow in reporting
accidents.

3. To know type: of laws covering the reporting of motor vehicle
accidents.

4. To know facts about accident costs

local, state, and national.

I. PREPARATION
1. What accidents are reported, and procedures used.
2. To whom accident reports are sent.
3. Where to obtain reports from.
4. What to include in reports.
5. Use of accident information.

6. Cost of acci-lents.
7.

Formulation of Laws.

II. PRESENTATION
A. What accidents are reported, and procedures used. (Check local
ordinance)
1 Property damage

a. $50 arc' over

b. Owner not present, leave ncme and address.
c. Don't make an agreement with another driver.
d. Make report to your insurance company immediately.

2. Bodily injury
3. Fatality
4. Safety responsibility law
a. Death, personal injury, more than $100 property damage.
b. File estimate
c. Ten days to report
5. Report to insurance contpany
6. Procedures to follow in case of un accident.
B.

To whom t tridents repo-is are sent:
1.

Local enforcement agencies

2. State Department of Public Safety
3. Insurance Agency
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Where to obtain report forms
1. I ocal police
2. State Department of Public Safety
3. County sheriffs office

4. Insurance agency (only the insurance forms. Complete all
questions related to accidents.)
D.

What to include in reports
1. Time of accident
2. Location of accident
3. Identification of drivers
4. Description of what drive-s were doini,

5. Speed
6. Violation indicated

7. Other items that could prove to be useful
F.

Use of accident information
Engineering

1. County

2. City
3. State
4. Spot maps (for enforcement and engineering)

5. Drivelkensing authorities
F.

Costs

1. Economic losses
a. Deaths
b. Non-fatal injuries
2. Monetary ,osts
a. Lost wages
b. Medical fees
c. Property damage
d. Insurance
e. Change in occupation or profession
C.

Formulation 01 laws
Types o/ laws
1.

Civil laws

2. Criminal law,
3. City laws
4. State
5. National
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III. APPLICATION
A.
B.

Visit a police accident records department to see how reports are
kept and used.
Ask the traffic department to discuss high accident locations in the
town.

C.

Visit an insurance office and find cost of different kinds of in-

surance. Also learn the basis for insurance rates.
D. Discuss types of insurance policies to determine the kinds of coverage included in them.
E. Visit the traffic engineer's office and learn hew this department
use.; accident records for improving road conditons.
F. Secure an "Accident Report" form from an enforce:nent agency.
Set up an accident situation and write up the report on the report
form.

IV. EVALUATION
A.
B.

Have students submit an accident report.
Written tests.
!JNIT THIRTEEN
DRIVING ON FREEWAYS

OBJECTIVES:

I. To teach the characteristics of freeways.
2. To teach the need of preparation for freeway driving.
3. To teach the correct way to enter a freeway.
4. To teach the correct way to maneuver a car on freeways.
5. To teach the correct way to leave a freeway.
I. PREPARATION
A.

Discuss the characteristics o/ freeways
I. Limited number of interchanges where vehicles can leave freeway.

2. Access to freeway can be made only at interchanges.
3. There are no intersecting roads at the same level as the freeway.
4. There are no railroad crossings on freeways.
5. No traffic controls are placed on freeways.
6. Tref lie going in the opposite direction is separated by a median
strip on freeways.

;. Crossing the median and kit turns are prohibited.
Not's: Place these seven points on overhead transparency or
on a chart lot discussion purposes.
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INSTRUCTiONkL ST RATEC4

Li. PRESENTATION
A.

A d ve. xe Preparation

Through teacher-pupa discussisT

A.

list the items of preparation for

driving or a freeway on the
lackbosr d.

1. When should the plans be
made?

2. What should you ]slaw

a-

bout the intended rou:a sad
irt: 7:Lange where you will
get off?
3. What about stops?
4. How many hours should -jou
drive nonstop?
lion; about the fuel?
6. What parts of the car should
be inspected just prior to
freeway driving?
7. What things should you
make sure you have in the
car before starting?
B.

Entering the Freeway

blackboard to show the
ramp lwling from the roadway
to the accelerating lane.
Use

B.

Discuss ramp speed end purpose
of the acceleration lane.
As you tray.t1 un the ramp, keep
studying the gap situation. Take

short quack glances over the
shoulder. Try to spot a gap be.
fore you enter the acceleration
lane. If there is none, slow down
and time voun entrance so there

will be one. You should reach
the gap befors you reach end of
accelerating lane.

If possible enter gap at same
speed as the cars on the freeway.

a
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C.

Driving on Freeways

C.

Discuss with members of the
group driving on the freewr.y.
1.

Position of your Calf .
way

;*ee-

a. right line generally
2. Speed add VC' UThe of traffic

a. maximum

b. minimum
3. Following distances

4. Space for passing
5. Closely bunched cars
6. Lane changing

a. long dear pcce
h. checking traffic
c. signaling intention

7.

Relative speed

a. difference between your
vehicle and all objects
outside your car
b. relative speed betwPen
your car and stationery
objects shown on speedometer.

c. when passing relative
speed between your car
and car being passed.
d. speed of other drivers
when being passed.

e. returning to drive lane
after passing another.
& Other considerations
a. vision (sight distance)

(I) regulate drivirg

b. bloWouts

(1) apply brakes lightly
(2) tighten grip on steer.
ing wheel and keep
wheels straight.
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(3) check traffic immediately

(4) signal intention to
pull off.

(5) nark off freeway as
tar as possible
(6) ways of signaling for
assistance

(7) get out of car
(8) stay away from but
near car

(9) daring dark hours
tarn off all lights ex
cept dome light
c. effects of continuous high

speed driving on the driver.

(1) highway hypnosis
(a) symptoms
D.

Leaving the Freeway

D.

Review "planning or advance
preparation step"
1. You arrive at the interchange
just nrior to whera you leave
the freeway. Discuss proper
lane to be in for leaving freeway, velocitizing of driver,

speed, an: sijnar.ng intent.
2. Speed at time you enter deceleration lane.

(a, place drawing on blackboard and discuss.
(b) next steps after entering
deceleration lane.

(1) speed adjustment
(ramp speed)
(2) cross affic
(3) parked cars
(4) pedestrians
(5) traffic controls
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Nom! -What do you do if you
over sun the c)rrect interchange?

III. APPLICATION
A.

Have pupil make detailed plans for driving the driver education

car on a .-eway.

Lay off a "simulated" ..amp with n " simulated" accelerating lane
and have pupils practice entering accelerating lane correctly and
merging with simulated traffic on a simulated freeway.
C. :ask pupils to prepare a list of things the driver should know and
do to' eep from having an accident while driving on a freeway.
D. Loy off a "simulated" deceleration lane in an elf-street and practice entering it correctly and adjusting to slower driving conditions.
B.

IV. FOLLOW UP (EY/1E11,17'10N)

A. Why is it important to rake advance preparation for driving on e
freeway??

Irnat points should be ccnsidered in the advance preparation step
for driving on a freeway?
C. At what speed should you enter a freeway?
D. What two -;onditions make freeway driving hazardous?
E. When should you r.chice your speed as you leave the freeway?
B.

F.

Why is it difficult to adjust to a slower speed upon leaving
freeway?

STUDENT LEARNING EXPERIENCES THAT RELATE TO TII1S TOPIC

A. Have pupils cheek Accident Records, State Department of Public
Safety, and find leading causes of accidents on freeways.
B.

C.

Have pupils interview St least six adult drisers to see what advance
preparation they would make before driving on freeways.
Have pupils observe at least six accelerating and decelerating lanes

associated with entering and le.sving freeways and evaluate the
tergth of them and tell how this might effect their driving.
UNIT FOURTEEN
DRIVING UNDER ADVERSE CONDITIONS
OBJECTIVES:

To understand:
1. Road and weather conditions which may make driving hazardous.

2. And anticipate hazardous drising conditions rather than be caught
unaware in a dangerous situation.
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3. Techniques used by safe drivers regardless of hazardous conditions.
I. PREPARATION
This lesson deals with the problems faced by all drivers when road,
weather, and light conditons are unfavorable for the safe operation of
motor vehicles. Driving in rain; fog; smoke or smog; on roads covered
with snow or ice; on gravel, sand, oil, or dirt roads with ruts can be
very hazardous. Roads with step grades, sharp turns, bumpy surfaces,
and those which reflect very little or no fight at night can be dangerous.
Traction is the principal thought throughout. The causes which lead to
skidding and a simple recovery should be explained. The motor vehicle
should serve as well in winter as in summer if it is properly "winterized."

The proper check-up procedures recommended by the Conn .ittee on
Winter Driving Hazards of the National Safety Council should be
explained.

Caution is suggested while driving in unfamiliar areas. Special
emphasis should be given to the proper method of braking under various

conditions. The importance of good visibility arid haw to mantain it
while driving under adverse conditions is fundameaul to accident-free
operation. Lowering the headlights when meeting or following behind
other chides should be stressed. The hazards exrrierced while driving
just at sunset and just before dark should be discussed.
Point out that merely abiding by the posted spe &d limits will not
N

assure safe operation of a vehicle. Adjusting speed to rxisting conditions
is the only safe way to drive.

II. PRESENTATION
A.

Skid conditions

1. Dry roads
a. Braking or accelerating too fast. (Show chart on stopping
distance)

h. Turning too fast
2. Sand and gravel on roads

3. Wet roads
a. The first sprinkle
b. Mud on pavement
c. Oil slicks
d. Wet leaves

e. Wet steel rails
f. Brick pavement

g. Wet or frosty plant
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B.

Winter Driving
1. Automobile checklist (tires, brakes, etc.)
2.

C.

Avoid sudden action
a. Overpowering
b. Overeteering
c. Overbraking

Starting on Slippery Sure

Key words, gently and gradually
Rocking the car
3. Have the front wheels straight
4. Tire pressure
D. How to keep going
1. Uphill grades
2. Icy spots
E. Rear wheels, starting and stopping
F. Stopping on snow and ice
1. Pumping brakes
1. 1.

2.

2.
3.

G.

Downshifting
Effects of temperature changes

Condition col low visibility

1. In winter
2. Approaching bright headlights
Driving toward the sun
Twilight
S. Ado and toi;
H. Driving through mountainous country
3.
4.

1. Coasting out of gear (never)
2.
1.

Some special care

On rolling, hilly roads

111. APPLICATION
A.

Student observation and experience

1. Field trips
2. Demonstration
3. Driving experience under adverse conditions with strici teacher
supervision.
B.

Let students pass a truck to feel vacuum pull, or let truck pass them.

C.

Place gravel, mud, or wet leaves on any paved surface, and let
students Mop on it.

D.

Drive through water, then test brakes.
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IV. FOLLOW-UP (EVALUATION)
A.

Explain how you would drive if it were absolutely necessary in
dense fog.

B.

At the time of a rainstorm, when is the roadway most dangerous?
Why?

C.

What should be done as soon as the car begins to come out of
a skid?

D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

1.

What is the safest way to slaw down on ice?
How would you try to start your car moving on snow or ice?
What should be done if your white's lock when you apply your
brake?
How does an expert driver meet adverse conditions?
Would you expect drivers in the colder regions of the country to
be able to drive better on ice or snow than these who live in the
warmer regions? Explain.
Describe the best way to control a vehicle on long steep downgrades.

EMPHASIZE:

Look for:
1. Adverse conditions which can occur at any tine during any part
of the year.
2. Conditions that become hazardous only daring certain seasons of
(1.e year.
;. Hazardous conditions which are easily recognized.
4. Ilazardo7.1 conditions which are not easily ascertained.

Techniques of protection against hazards.
6. Reasons for not always driving at posted speed 'emits.
5.

REVIEW

List adverse conditions end then rate them as to their dangers, svith r

1. Fog
2. snow and ice
3. Mud n highway, or muddy road
4. Loose gravel on road
5. Rush hour traffic
6. Heavy truck traffic
7. Wet leaves on highway
8. Bumps, or rough surfaces
9. Wet steel rails
M. Wet, or frosty planks
11. Crave! roads
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12. Icy spots, shady spots and bridges
13. Weathe too hot or too cold
14. Driving into the sun
15. Twilight and dawn (Sleepy time)
16. Rain
17. Mountainous terrain
18. Narrow highways and bridges
19. Wind
20. Construction work on highway
21. Desert driving (hypnosis)
UNIT FIFTEEN
PURCHASING AND INSURING YOUR CAR
OBJECT/1/ES:

1. To teach the pupil how to determine the need of an auto, and if eo,
what type of an automobile best meets his nesds
2. To teach the pupil rationalization in buying.
3. To determine the cost and ability to pay for an automobile.
4. To teach the pupil the most economical way to buy a car and the
need for buying from a reputable dealer.
5. To teach young people how to judge car condition and value.
6. To teach why adequate insurance coverage is needed.
7. To acquaint the individual with various types of insurance, legal
involvement and costs based on driving record.
1. PREPARATION

The lesson emphasizes the need for proper information in order to

make a wise investment in a motor vehicle. Analyzed zre: desire,
financial ability, where to buy, where to finance, and how to insure.
A.

Automobile (Discussion should be stintuleted by these lour leading
questions)

In what manner will I benefit by having an automobile?
2. Wha'. are the advantages and disadvantages of a luxury, stand.
and and compact cars?
3. What factors should be considered moneywise in purchasing
a car? - 1.

4. Should 1 purchase a "standard shift" or an "auts,natic shift"
auto?

(Let a student Ill on the blackboard the advantages and cl:s.
advantages that the class decided on.)
B.

/mu:Ave
1.

Discuss briefly, Insurance protection to create an interest and
a better understanding of its importance.
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.Jjrsctive to each group

for further research.
a. Suggest places and material from laid, each group Inigbt
get information.

b, Find the names of local instranci- c.ompuies.
Get copies of several policies slow
companies,
d. Get sample accident forms to study and till out.
c.

II. PRESENTATION
A.

Automobile

1. Need for a car (new or used).
a. Pleasure and recreational pursuits.
b. Travel to end from work.
c. Professional use.
2.

What to pay for an automobile.
a. Cash (most economical)
b. Financing
(1) Down payment, iii,tert rate, carrying and service charges, lags and sales tax.

(2) Financial responsibility.
(3) Unexpected expenses.
3.

Buying a ised car.
a. On the lot test.
b. The dris:ng test.
c. The shop lest

Source of financing an automobile.
5. When should you buy?
4.

a. Late fall
(1) New models are out
guide sale of all models
(2) Can i.,y demonstrators seasonably priced
b. Spring
increased demand for r-ed cars.
B.

Insurance
1, Ittz. and Theft
2. Comprehensive
3. Public Liability and Property

4. Collision
Hi. APPLICATION
A.

Have a student prepare a check

list of items to be inspected
regularly for maintaining safe and efficient car operations.
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B.

Have the students prepare and hand in a paper showing how much
it would cost him to own and maintain a car for a period of three
years.

C.

Have the students select one particular model and style of automobile and obtain prices from S 10 used car lots in town for
comparison.

D. Get policies and fill qut for imaginary persons of different ages,
E.

F.

different safety risks, etc.
Have a panel discussion.
Have quiz program of information acquired from research and
speaker.,

G.

Control of emotions and ability to rationalize when buying a car
can help keep a buyer out of trouble.

IV. FOLLOW-UP (EVALUATION)

A. Why is it important that we analyze ourselves carefully before we

buy or trbie cars?
B.

How doe.; the cost and maintenance of an automobile compare with

other costs of an individual or family?
C.

How would you inspect a used car in order to determine its

D.

mechanical condition?
Point out the advantages of buying from a reputable dealer.

E.

When you finance a car, does the insurance required by the fluent.
trig agency cover your investment? Explain.

F.

What conditions affect insurance costs?

G.

What three things should you know about reporting accidents?

H.

Discuss fully why proper insurance coverage is necessary.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES
A.

Planned field trips to used car dealer, ins mice agents, finance

man, garage.
Students can loci. up dishonest ways some dealers use to cover
age defects of car.
C. Students can examine and report on (1) new car guarantees; (2)
used car guarantees.
D. Report on ways of honestly reconditioning a used
E. Learn and report on financing plans for the purchase of cars.
B.

F.
G.

List in two columns: (1) the direct (2) the indirect costs that can
come with buying and operating a car.
Study blank insurance policies.
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Plan research activities to learn local insurance rates.
Interview insurance agents.

EMPHASIZE

Watch for procedures of choosing a good used car. Where to go for
best financing. Be alert to state laws concerning liability insurance and
financial responsibility.
UNIT SIXTEEN
OPERATOR LICENSING AND VEHICLE REGISTRATION
OBJECTIVES:

1. To acquaint beginning drivers with the purposes for driver licensing.
2. To acquaint beginning drivers with the legal requirements for secur
ing an operator's license.

I PREPARATION

Many persors do not understand or misunderstand that acquiring
an operator's license only grants them a "privilege" and not a "right"
to drive a motor vehicle on the roadways of Oklahoma. This privilege
can be retained if the operator deves the vehicle in compliance with the
law. For many young people the operator's license is a prized possession.

The first driver licensing law was passed in Connecticut and
Massachusetts in 1905. It was not until 1953 that the last of the then
passed a driver licensing law.
foitreight states -- South Dakota
Originally, legislatures thought the driver licensing program was
simply another source of revenue. To begin with none of the states
gave tests of any kind.
Traffic authorities of today feel that only qualified persons should
be allowed to drive. That tests should be given by qualified persons to
thoss who desire to drive. They believe that the following competencies
should be checked before one receives an operator's license: (1) phy.

ability to drive, (2) knowledge of traffic rules and safety prac
tixs, (3) necessary skills to be a safe driver, and (4) proper mental
attitude toward safe driving.
An operator's license is a certifiute indicating that the owner has
passed the physical, written, and road tests required by state law.
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INSTRITGTIONAL STRATEGY

11. PRESENTATION
A.

Operator's License

A.

Lecture and blackhoa
- Okla.
homa Driver's Manual.
1.

Age

a. birth certificate as evidence

2. Pass knowledge test

3. Vision test
4. Driving test

S. Read and understand road
signs

B.

Probationary Period

B.

C.

Restrictions /or Operator's
License

C.

6. Cost $4.00
7. License must be carried at
all times when driving.
Refer to Oklahoma Driver's
Manual.

Discuss and list on blackboard.
Place information on transpar
ency.

I. Corrective lens
2. Left outside rear vision
mirror
3. Automatic transmission or
clutch

4. Turn indicators
5. Daylight driving only

6. Detailed restrictions on

li-

cense

7. Accompanied by a licensed
operator in front seat
D.

Expiration Dale

D.

Discussion and lecture.

?. Two years from the nearest
birthdate

2. Notice is sent to holder of
valid license
3.

Renewal may be made by
mail or at a molar license
agmt.
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Duplicate License

F.
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Discussion.
1.

Lost, destroyed, or mutilated

a. present license must be

valid in order to get a
duplicate

b. cost $1.00 for duplicate.
F.

Change of Name or Address

F.

Lecture and discussion.
1.

Marriage or divorce

Court order (information on
previous license number and
name must be supplied)
3. Ten days to report
2.

4.

Purpose: keep license, name,

and address current.
G.

Altering an Operator's

G.

License
H.

Lecture and discussion.

To alter, deface, lend, or use a
fictitious name is a 150.00 fine.

R..ies Test

H.

Discuss material to study for
test. What if you fail, when can
it be repeated? What if the sub.
ject ca,:nct read?

1.

Vision Test

I.

Discuss requirement.
I. restri,- i-ns for lens
2. meaning of this restriction.

J.

J.

Driving Tea

Discuss points
check.
1.

examiner will

Items used for scoring on
test.

a. left and right turns
b. quick stop
c. backing

d. parallel park and stall
on hill
e. turnabout
f. posture
g. use of signals

h. control of car
i.

attitude toward other
users
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j. lane driving

2. Written record
3.

At completion of test explan-

ation is given by examiner
K.

Driver Education Tempo-

K,

rary Instruction Permit

Discussion and lecture.

Length of time in effect
a. six months
2. Age
1.

a. 151/2
3.

Enrolled in or have cont
pleted high
education.

school driver

4. Must be certified by driver
education teacher
5. Entitled to drive so long as

a licensed driver is seated
beside him or her.
L.

Learner's Operator License

L.

Discussion and lecture.
1. Requirements
a. 16 years of age
b. pass written test
c. pass physical test

d. pay regular fee
2. Privilege allowed

a. drive with a licensed driv

er seated beside him or
her.
3. Restricton

removed

when

road teat is completed.
a. only three examinations on
on road test permitted

during first six r with&
One test each six roont.1.,
thereafter.

b. a copy of last test must
be supplied for succeeding
tests.
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M. Discussion and lecture.
I. Manslaughter resulting from

M. Revocation of License

operation of a motor vehicle.
a motor vehicle
while udder the influence of
intoxicants.

2. Driving

3. Any felony while driving a
motor vehicle.
4.

Failure to stop and render
aid in the event you are driving a motor vehicle involved

in an accident resulting in
death or personal injury.
Perjury or the making of a
false statement, under oath,
in obtaining a license, or in
reference to any law relating
to the ownership or operation of a motor vehicle.

6 Conviction or forfeiture of
hail, upon three convictions
of reckless driving committed within a pericd of twelve
months.
7. Negligent homicide.

8. Failure to submit to a chem-

ical test. Effective January,
1969.
N.

Length of Revocation if

N.

convicted

Discussion and lecture.
1.

First offense, six months.

2. Not less than one year.
0. Restoration of operator's

0.

license after suspension or
revocation

Lecture and discussion. Use Ii.
cense examiner.
1.

Furnish proof of financial
mponsibility for three years.

a. A Form FR22 sent in by
your insurance company,
showing that you now
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have in force, a motor ve-

hick liability policy.
b. An approved bond or

certificate of self insurance.

c. A deposit with the State
Treasurer of $15,000 in
cash or acceptable securities, accompanied by evi-

dence that there are no
unsatisfied judgments of
any character against the
deposit.

P.

Implied Consent Law

P.

Discussma and lecture.
1.

Effective date
January 1, 1969

2. Provisions:

All drivers who operate ve

hides upon roadway shall
be considered as having giv-

en his consent to a breath
or blood test to determine
Q.

alcoholic content.

Motor Pellicle Registration
1. Requirements

1.

Discuss and list on blackboard.

A brief description of vehicle to be registered. The
type and fac :y number as
signed to the vehicle by the
Tax Commission.

The correct name and address

street address, name

of city, county, and state
where owner resides. Vehicles brought from other states

must have valid identification.

2. Number plate, form,
display, and certificate

2.

Filing of application shall
also constimte a registration
certificate.
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Upon )ayrnent of fees, the
Commi;sion shall assign an
identification
appropriate

and number plate with a
certificate of registration.
License plate shall be securely fastened to the rear of the
vehicle. Plate and letters

must 1. clearly visible at
all times. Plates must indicam the type and nature of
the operation for which such
vehicle is used.

3. Dale when license fee
is due

.

3. Due January 1, of each year.
Delinquent on February 1,
add 10 cents per day delinquent fee. March 1, the fee
will be doubled.

IV. FOLLOW.UP (EVALUATION)
A.

When was the first driver licensing law passes'?

B.

What age must one be to get an unrestricted license?

C.

If a driver is restricted to driving with eaves, what does this
mean?

D.

To what age drivers may the probationary perk(' apply?

E.

What is the renewal date for operator's liconsei

F.

List at least four tests required of an applicant for an operator's

G.

How long does a driver have to report a nam 3 change?

H.

What is the penalty for altering an operator's license?

I.

What is the cost of a duplicate license?

J.

What provisions must be met to drive with a "Driver Education
Temporary Instruction Peamit?"

K.

What is the "Implied Consent Law"?

license.

L If a license is revoked, what are the provisions for it beieg restore-I?
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STUDENT LEARNING EXPERIENCES THAT RELATE TO THIS TOPIC
A.
B.

Have pupils do a study on the first licensing program in Oklahoma
and report to the class.
Have a committee of pupils interview a driver licensing exantiner
to determine a comparison between those taking the NA who have
had driver education and those who have not. Report to the class.
UNIT SEVENTEEN
ALCOHOL AND DRUGS

To unjerstand:
OBJECTIVES:

1. The dangers of the misuse of alcohol or common drug, on driving
ability.

2. The difference between the "social drinker" and the "drunk" while
at the same time showing what can happen to anyone with alcohol
in his bloodstream.
3. The problem of alcohol and drug misuse.

A serious social problem in the special field of traffic safety is

driving under the influence of alcotiol and drugs. The public should be
concerned with the general welfare of the community and help combat
one of the major causes of traffic and accidents.
This problem should be of concern to everyone, because it affects
the driver that drinks and uses drugs as well as those who do not use
alcohol and drugs. Since this problem affects the non user of alcohol
and drugs, they should be well informed about the effects of alcohol
and drugs upon the driver and the traffic safety problem created.
I. PREPARATION
A serious problem of our present-day transportation system is the
misuse of alcohol and drugs by vehicleoperators and pedestrians. This

lesson deals with the behavioral effects of alcohol and drugs as they
pertain to driving and walking on the streets and highways and does

not take a moral or emotional tone.
Statistics from reliable sources show that a high percentage of traffic
accidents involve drinking drivers. These figures reveal only some of
the drinking drivers. They were apprehended because of being involved
in an accident or in a traffic violation. Obviously, many who drink and
drive are not apprehended. The problem then h actually much greater
than the statistics show.

II. PRESENTATION
A. Alan*:
I. What is alcohol

8
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(1) Ethanol (Ethyl Alcohol)
Composed of starch, sugar, and other carbohydrates by
fermentation and in more concentrated form by distil.
lation of the fermented liquid.
(2) A depressant.
2. Stages of Intoxication

a. The state of euphoria
Blood alcohol - 0.02% to 0.20%
b. The stage of incoordination
Blood alcohol - 0.12% to 0,28%
c. The stage of confusion
Blood alcohol - 0.24% to 0.40%
d. The stage of anesthesia
Blood alcohol 0.32% to 0.50%
e. Death
Blood alcohol - 0.50% or over

3. Tests to determine the degree of intoxication
a. The breathalyzer
b. The drunkometer
c. The alcometer

d. The intoximeter
e. The urinalysis
f.

The blood test

t How alcohol affects the driver
a. Slows reaction
b. Increases self- confidence (false confidence)
c. Impairs vision
d. Impairs judgment
e. Impairs muscular coordination and efficiency
5. Facts about drinking and driving

a. Statistics on accidents caused by drinking
(1) Oklahoma accident facts
(a) Published h., Oklahoma Safety Council in cooperation with Oklahoma Department of Public Safety

(b) Approximately one-half of deaths in automobile
accidents are due either directly or indirectly to
the presence of alcohol.
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6. The rights of non-drinkos
a. Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
b. These rights should be protected by stronger legislation.
7. Combating alcohol at the Wheel
a. Long Range Program
(1) Education through our schools
(2) Churches
(3) Temperance Gioups
(4) Research by doctors and scientists
b. More immediate action
(1) Stronger laws and penalties
(2) Vigorous impartial enforcement at the local level
B.

Drugs

Narcotic Drugs fall under the category of substances which
disrupt or distort the function of the mental well being of an indi
vidual. This presents a peril to safe driving and traffic control.
For example: Barbituates, Tranquilizers, cold pills; etc.
1. Types oi Drugs
a. Marijuana
This drug is more dangerous than alcohol but can be broken
off without violent illness.
b. Alkaloid Narcotics (Habit Forming)
(1) Opium
(2) Heroin
(3) Morphine
(4) Cocaine
(5) Demerol
2. Symptoms
a. Contracted "Pin Point" pupils of the eyes
b. Constantly running nose
c. Indifference
d. Appetite loss
e. Malnutrition
f. Distorted senses of time and distance

3. Central prescription type drugs
a. Drugs that cause drowsiness
1. Sleeping pills
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2. Cold drugs
3. Anti-histamines

a. Hay fever
b. Asthma
c. Sinus congestion

4. Tranquilizers
b. Stimulants
(1) Substitute for needed sleep or rest (pep pills)
(2) Effects of stimulants
(a) Over active imagination
(b) Hallucinations
4.

Economical Aspects of the Narcotic User
a. Very few drug addicts have ever been cured of addiction

b. Cost to support narcotic addiction
(1) Moderate habit . $20.00 per day
(2) Very active habit $100.00 per day
c. Means of addiction support
(1) Incapable of holding an he-,est job
(2) The addict resorts to the fo..owing:

(a) Robbery

(b) Burglary
(c) Selling drugs to others
5.

Alcohol and drugs combined
a. Greater danger than total of separate effects

b. Alcoholic beverages should not be consumed after taking
drugs.

c. Consult with physician or pharmacist as to driving after
taking drugs.
6.

Resources Personnel
a. State highway patrol

b. local police
c. School nurse

d. School physician
e. American Medical Association

A highly trained corpse can be of no service to himself or to
his fellow man.
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III. APPLICATION
A. Research and reports (by E,,oups or individuals)
1. Laws governing the advertising of alcohol in Oklahoma
2. The effects of alcohol on the human body.
3. Alcohol as its attributes to accidents.
4. Alcoholism and economy

5. Misuse of drugs.
6. Drug addicts and scciety.
B.

ReGIUICe

Personnel

Demonstrate and explain how tests are given to Bete :nine the
degree of intoxication.
2. Law enforcement as related to the problem of intoxication
How the various drugs affect the driving ability of a person
1.

IV. FOLLOW UP (EtALUATION)
A.

What faculties are affected even after one drink of a beverage

B.

containinl alcohol?
How does this offect driving?
What are inhibitions? What dangers can result from their loss?

C.
D.

Is the social drinker more or less dangerous than the drunk driver?
Why?

E.

Why do some drivers use "beanies"?

F.

Is it common knowledge that use of various easily secured overths
coulter drugs can be dangerous in driving?

LEARNING EXPERIENCES
A.

Collect a series of articles from the daily newspapers which cover
traffic accidents. See how many of these can he traced to the use
of alcohol.

B.

Fin.' out from your police department the number of accidents
involving drinking driver.. Also, the number of arrests from drunk
driving.

EMPHASIZE
A.

B.

Groups, Communities, families do have different feelings toward
the use of alcohol, but alcohol still has an effect on the body of the
user. Drugs may have a similar effect on the drivers.
Close with the fact that use of alcohol can not only put the driver
in danger but also everyone else v.ho uses the highways.

9
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UNIT EIGHTEEN

ESSENTIAL FIRST AID KNOWLEDGE RECOMMENDED FOR
AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
OBJECTIVES:

1. To develop an understanding of the necessity for First Aid Training
as it relates to automobile accidents.
2. To develop an understanding of legal protection availably in Oklahoma for those, rendering proper first aid to injured victims.
3. To develop ability:

To perform approved methods of artificial respiration.
In controlling various types of bleeding.
C. In rendering first aid in fractures.
D. To prevent and treat for shack.
A.
B.

I. PREPARATION

Needs for First Aid Training

A.

Increase in number of cars and highways.

B.

Faster speed of cars and how it relates to increase of critical in-

C.

Cost of equipment to help control vehicle speed.
1. Signs and signals
2. Machines
3. Personnel

juries.

II. PRESENTATION
A.

Explain State law prote.ting fireitiders, Good Samaritan Act
of 1963

Any person who in good faith renders or atterrpts to render
emergency care consistidg of f r ti f ic i al respiration, or prevent] .g or

retarding the loss of blood, o: aiding or restoring kart action or
circulation of blood, at the scene of an accident or emergency to the
victim or victims thereof, shall not be liable for any Civil damages

as a retilt of any acts or omissions by such person in rendering
the emergency care.
B.

C.

Artificial Respiration
1. Mouthto-mouth
2. Mouth-to-nose
3. Backpressure, Armlift
Control of Bleeding
1. Types of bleeding
a. Ark. ial
b. Venous

93 i.
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c. Capillary
2. Methods of controlling blood flow
a. Direct presscre on wound
b. Pressure points
c. Occasional use of tourniquet
Fractures and Splinting
1. Types of Fractures
a. Simple
b. Compound
2. Splinting Material

a. Improvised splint (sticks, iackhandle, etc.)
b. Commercial (Airsplint)
E.

Transporting or Moving the Injured

1. Render all first aid treatment BEFORE attempting to move
injured person.

2. Improvise stretcher (poles with blanket, coat, etc.)
3. Back or neck injuries
a. Should NOT be moved unless ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY

b. Back or neck MUST BE immobilized
4. Arm or leg fracture
a. SHOULD NOT be moved unless necessary
b. Extremeties should be immobilized
Ill. EVALUATION
A.

B.
C.
D.

Written tests on how to treat injuries to different parts of the body.
Practice application on other students.
By use of ResusciAnne, demonstrate moutli.tomouth resuscitation
procedure.

Write a short narrative describing an automobile ac:ideat giving
certain types of injuries and have student explain what type of care
each victim should receive.

Resource Materials
1.

Medical selthelp training kit.

2. ResusciAnne (for rnouto to-mouth resuscitation practice) obtained from t,',e State Department of Health, 3400 N. Eastern,
Oklahoma City, Okla. 73105.

Suggested Lesson Plans
3.

Films: "Breath of Life" and "Signal 30"

4. American Red Cross aid handbook

5. Speaker: Oklahoma State Department of Health
Oklahoma State Department of Public Safety

Local police and fire departments
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Part IV
A

EVALUATION

Evaluation is the process by which tLe worth or quality of a parti'ular
L'ea, experience, or program is assessed. Evaluation procedures may r mge
from subjective judgments to conclusions reached through a formal research
approach.

Every program of driver and traffic safety education should include
provision for evaluating the extent to which its objectives are being achieved.
It is therefore important that these objectives be clearly stated and consistent
with accepted educational philosophy and sound administrative practice.

Evaluation may be considered in terms of (1) immediate outcomes or
student !earnings; (2) ultimate objectives, including accident prevention;
and (3) program characteristics and practices. 1'
In Driver Education, as in any school program, evaluation is the process

of making judgments to be used as yardsticks for Jpgrading programs.
Evaluators must collect evidence of achievements and inadequacies, make
judgments from this evidence and tze these judgments as a basis for program

revision. Tlius the outcomes, procedures, the facilities, or the objectives
may be improved.

Evaluation should be based an the goals and the degree to which they
are accomplished. The accident rate of pupils who have completed a course
in driver and traffic safety education is only one of the criteria to be used.
Primary responsibility for evaluations rests entirely with the school. Examination should encompass:

Administrative policies
Organizational procedures

The nature of offering physical facilities
Qualifications of instructional staff methods,
objectives, materials and activities
Student achievement, based on pre-established goals

Instructional, supervisory, and administrative staff should be involved
for the purpose of effecting revision and improvement, and of determining
appropriate goals and policies. Section D-6 of the Evaluative Criteria, 1960
edition, 2' is recommended as a guide to Safety Education programs.
Involvement of persons outside the school may not only improve public
support but also enhance effectiveness of evaluative programs.
1 POLICIES AND PRACTICES FOR DRIVER AND TRAFFIC SAFETT FM:CATION, National Corn

2'

mission on Safety Education, Washir.-tqn. DC., 1964, p.
National Study of Secondary Sam' Evaluation, ETALIParwir CRITERIA, D.6, Driver
Education, 196(, Was Sinew), D.C.
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STUDENT EVALUATION AND TESTING

B

I. It is difficult to know what progress is made in any teaching field without testing and evaluating. Most tests should be developed by the teacher
o that each may be assured of testing and evaluating the material covered in the classroom and driving phase of teaching.
A.

Testing and evaluating must have a twofold purpose:

1. To determine if the course is accomplishing the objectives for
now and the future.
2. To determine as best possible, if the student is learning and
achieving the knowledge, skills and attitudes for safe driving.
B.

Before we are able to evaluate progress of the student we must know
the student. Use all available 1714(14f in the early part of the course
to become acquainted with each by some of the following methods.
1.

Autobiography

2. History of driving experiences
filled out by the student.
3. Consult the counselor
conference and correspondence with

parents.
5. Minnesota Counseling Inventory Tests (or other such personal.

ity adjustment tests).
11. Physical Tests
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Eye Teat
Hearing
Reaction
Steadiness

Acuity, field, depth, color, etc.

Others (Teacher should have a list of all physical defects of all
students.)

III. Knowledge Tests
A. Unit Test
B. Oklahoma law and uniform traffic code
C. Standardized tests
D. Final test
1V. Skill Tests

Left and right turns
Starting and stopping
Attitude toward use of streets and highways
C. Turn about
D. Angle park
Parallel park
Hi/I park
C. Driving in city traffic

A.
13.

F. C.
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H.

Driving on highway

I.

Road test

J.

Skill test

V. FollawUp Study of Former Students
A.

Data on driving records

B.

Possible refresher classes
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National Safety Council, 425 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinuia 60611
Oklahoma Safety Council, 1600 N.W. 23rd, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Oklahoma State Department of Education, Division of Other Education
4545 Lincoln, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
Oklahoma State Department of Public Safety, Box 11415, 36th & N. Eastern,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73111
SOURCES OF AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS

I. Aetna Life Affiliated Companils, Education Department, 151 Earnington Ave., Hartford 15, Conn. 06105
2. American Automobile Associution, 1712 G. St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20006

3. American Oil Company, 910 S. Michigan Ave., Room 1047, Chicago,
III., 60605

4. American Seat Belt Council, Film Library, 4717 N. Highland Avenue,
Hollywood, Calif. 90028
5. American Telephone and Telebraph Co., Film Dept., 195 Broadway,
New York, New York 10007
6.

Association Films, Inc., 317 Madison Ave, New York 17, N.Y. 10017

7.

Bureau of Safet, 20 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60606
Carl Ross Films, 57 L. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, Illinois 60604

B.

9. Charles Cahill and Associates, Inc., 5746 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
10. Cornell Film Ce:., 1591 Broadway, New York 36, New York 10036

11. Dallas lone., Production, Inc., 4.30 W. Cr .nd Ave., Chicago, III. 60610
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12. Encyclopaedia Britannica Films Inc., 1150 Wilmette Merlin, Wilmette,
Illinois 60610
13. Ford Motor Company, Motion Picture Dept., 3000 Schaefer Rd., Dear.
born, Mich.
14. Foundation for Universal Driver Education, 718 N. Maclay Ave., San
Fernando, Calif. 91340
15. Gen,. al Motors Corporation, 3044 W. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich. 48122
16. General Picture Production Inc., 621 Sixth Ave., Des Moines 9, Iowa
50309

17. International Film Bureau, 332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60604
18. Iam Handy Organization, 2421 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich. 48211
19. MathDMatic, Inc., 611 West Sheridan, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73102
20. Mutual Insurance Company, Columbia, M.J.
21. National Education Association, National 1:.:ommission on Safety Education, 1201 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036
22. National Safety Council, 425 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60611
2.3.

Portland Cement Association, 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111. 60610

24. Progressite Pictures, 6351 Thornhill Dr., Oakland 11, Calif. 94611
25. Seiberling Tire .a Rubber Co., Public Relations Dept., Akron, Ohio
26. Shell Oil Co., 50 W. 50th Street, New York, N.Y. 10020
27. Sid Davis Productions, 1418 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90028
28. Sterling Movies, U.S.A., 375 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022
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